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To the President of the Senate and the 
Speaker of the House of Representatives 

This report discusses individual skill training for 
Army enlisted personnel and suggests ways of improving 
training effectiveness. Written comments provided by the 
Army are in Appendix I. The comments were not received 
in time to be evaluated as provided by Public Law 96-226. 

1:, 
The likely needs of the Congress for decisionmaking 

information,Fhe growing concern about the trained capabil- 
ity of the Army, and the need to assess the fundam!ental 
policy changes to the training philosophy motivated o&rc, 
study of Army training. 
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We are sending copies of this report to the Secretary 

of Defense; the Director, Office of Management and Budget; 
and the Chairmen, House Committee on Government Operations, 
Senate Committee cn Gcvernrrental Affairs, and the House and 
Senate Committees on Appropriations and Armed Services. 

Acting Corrptro!l.ler General 
of the United States 





COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S 
REPORT TO THE CONGRESS 

THE ARMY NEEDS TO IMPROVE 
INDIVIDUAL SOLDIER TRAINING 
IN ITS UNITS 

DIGEST ------ 

In the mid-1970's the Army changed its skill 
training philosophy for individual soldiers. 

b. L-In an attempt to reduce the cost of formal 
schooling for new soldiers and at the same 
time make its training programs more spe- 
cific, the Army shifted its emphasis from 
the formal school environment to the operat- 
ing unit and designated specific tasks to 
he trained at each level. As a result, most 
training now takes place in Army units, and 
the effectiveness of this training is a pri- 
mary factor in the success or failure of 
our forces 3 

'I 1, 
[-GAO reviewed the Army's skill training pro- 

grams at 10 active units in the Continental 
U.S. and 5 active units in Europe and admin- 
istered questionnaires to more than 6,300 
soldiers throughout the Army.\‘- 

.i 
lb< f -_The Armi ,,, in principle,bas developed a 

training program for individual soldiers 
which sets forth specific training criteria. 

(.Army trainers have been provided guidance 
tYrhich specifies what tasks soldiers must 
know as well as the performance conditions 
and standards for each task3 (See pp. 2 
and 3.) 

In practice,i$owever, the Army's trainers are 
not teaching soldiers all tasks the Army con- 
siders critical for pro er 

-7 
job performance 

and survival in combat. GAO's questionnaire 
results show that 54 p&cent of the Army's 
noncommissioned officers (NCOs) believe that 
only half or fewer of the soldiers they 
supervise are adequately trained for combat 
duty in their military occupational specialty. 
(See pp- 6 to 8.) 

In recent months, the Army has announced a 
series of programs-designed to improve indi- 
vidual skill training effectiveness:‘ These 
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efforts will make more trainers available 
to units in the United States and increase 
the amount of basic combat training sol- 
diers will receive prior to joining an 
active unit. These initiatives are evidence 
of the Army's desire to improve training. 
(See 42 to 45.) 

ACTIONS TO STRENGTHEN 
UNIT LEVEL TRAINING PROGRAMS 

GAO found that unit level training must be 
strengthened if the Army is to achieve its 
training objectives. Many soldiers are not 
receiving training which will enable them 
to perform all tasks the Army considers crit- 
ical for proper job performance and which 
commanders consider critical to mission suc- 
cess.<-GAO found that soldiers are not being 
fully trained because 

--individual skill training does not receive 
enough emphasis at the battalion and com- 
pany levels (see p. S); 

--unit commanders do not take advantage of 
all available time to provide individual 
skill training (see p. 14): 

--aids specifically designed to enhance 
training are not used as extensively as 
they should (see p. 18); 

--there is a shortage of experienced trainers 
(see p. 23); 

--personnel are constantly being rotated in and 
out of the units (see p. 26); and 

--equipment, ammunition, and other training 
items often are not available for use in 
training. 

si 
(See p. 27.) 

c To better realize its training goals, the 
Army should require specific and immediate 

action to improve unit level programs2 Ac- 
cordingly, -the Secretary of the Army should: 
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--Emphasize to Army commanders the 
importance of unit skill training and 
the commanders' responsibilities for 
providing skill training to enlisted 
personnel. 

--Require commanders at the battalion level 
and above to better monitor skill training 
in their subordinate units. This monitor- 
ing effort should insure that primary 
trainers: 

--Use Soldiers Manuals as their program 
criteria. 

--Develop a training plan which provides for 
training in all Soldiers Manual tasks. 

--Maintain job books to document each sol- 
dier's training needs. 

--Use training extension course lessons 
in their training programs. 

--Incorporate individual training into all 
phases of unit activity and make use of 
available slack time to provide opportu- 
nity training. 

--Use job books, skill qualification test 
results, and Soldiers Manuals to develop 
programs which provide training in 
tasks where additional work is needed. 
(See p. 22.) 

--Cetermine ways existing resources, includ- 
ing NCOs, can be better used to improve 
training. More specifically, alternative 
management techniques should be identi- 
fied to red,uce personnel turnover, train- 
ing should be consolidated to make better 
use of experienced trainers, and young NCOs 
should be more rapidly prepared to be effec- 
tive trainers. J (See pp- 29 and 30.) 

iii 
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MANAGEMENT OVERSIGHT OF TRAINING 
-NEEDS STRENGTHENING- 

J 
The Army should strengthen its management 
oversight of training programs. The present 
oversight systems do not identify major 
program breakdowns so that across the board 
corrective actions can be taken. As a result 
training problems often go undetected. 

;-An effective monitoring and evaluation system 
would provide Army commanders at all levels 
program evaluation data and other management 

p- . 
information needed for informed decision- 
makings Therefore,phe Secretary of the Army 
should: 

--Establish a more effective Army-wide system 
to monitor the accomplishment of skill 
training provided to enlisted personnel. 
As a part of this oversight system, the 
Department of the Army should 

-encourage division level Inspector 
Generals to evaluate skill training 
effectiveness at the company/battery 
level: and 

-require personnel at the Department of 
the Army Inspector General's office 
to independently monitor skill training 
effectiveness, both from a resource con- 
straint standpoint and from a management 
effectiveness standpoint. 

3 
(See p. 40.) 

(ARMY TRAINING PHILOSOPHY 
"'SHOULD BE EVALUATED -I. -* 'I ..-. 

Although the Army's present individual skill 
training methodology has been in operation 
for almost 4 years, efforts to evaluate its 
effectiveness have been fragmented. Without 
comprehensive evaluations of the training 
methodology, the Army does not know whether 
it is meeting established training goals and 
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standards. L;'he fact that many soldiers were 
not fully trained in their occupational spe- 
cialty demonstrates the immediate need for 
the Army to determine whether its present 
training philosophy is the effective way 
to prepare soldiers for The Secretary 
of the Army should: 

--Require the Army Training and Doctrine Com- 
mand (TRADOC) to evaluate fully the current 
individual skill training doctrine, taking 
into account the quality of school training, 
the proficiency of school graduates in terms 
of unit needs, and the effectiveness of 
individual training in operational units. 
The results of this evaluation should be 
used to determine whether the present decen- 
tralized training concept is the best method 
for the Army to use or whether additional 
training in the formal school setting should 
be initiated. (See p. 40 and 41.) 

--Require TRADOC to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the Battalion Training Management System. 
Such an evaluation is essential in light of 
the importance of the system goals. (See 
p. 41.) 

--Assure that the Army implements an effec- 
tive individual skill training program. 
This can best be accomplished by requiring 
an independent organization--perhaps the 
Army Audit Agency --to perform periodic as- 
sessments of training effectiveness within 
the Army.-‘%(See p. 41.) 

,1 
AGENCY COMMENTS 

Written comments provided by the Army are in 
Appendix I. The comments were not received 
in time to be evaluated as provided by Public 
Law 96-226. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent months, increased attention has focused on the 
Nation's military preparedness and the capability of the Armed 
Forces to meet our military commitments. This concern has been 
fueled by the crisis in Iran and the unstable world situation 
caused by fighting in Afghanistan and the Persian Gulf. Much of 
the concern has focused on the manpower probley? of the All- 
Volunteer Force, particularly those of the Army; Questions have 
arisen as to the extent to which Army personnel--particularly 
those in combat units --can perform their jobs. 

The provision of adequate individual skill training is one 
of the keys to the Army's combat effectiveness. Yet, within the 
context of ever-more sophisticated weapons systems and an exodus 
of skilled, experienced noncommissioned officer (NCO) trainers, 
there is concern that the Army program designed to teach the 
necessary skills for battlefield performance and survival has not 
been fully successful. Driven by budgetary constraints and an 
attempt to make its programs more specific, the Army in 1977 
cut their formal school program and transferred a significant 
portion of the overall individual skill training responsibility 
to the units in which the recruits were serving. This decentral- 
ization of training placed on the unit commander the primary 
responsibility for developing highly trained soldiers capable 
of carrying out their occupational assignments. 

The Department of Defense has contended that the capability 
of our military has not diminished: however, recent actions by 
the Army Chief of Staff aimed at improving the Army's fighting 
capability have continued to spur concern as to how battle ready 
our Army is. The most recent of these actions occurred in 
September 1980, when the Army Chief of Staff announced plans to 
reduce the troop levels in Europe and Korea by some 7,000 sol- 
diers, primarily sergeants, to provide additional trainers for 
units in the United States. In announcing this plan, the Army 
Chief of Staff acknowledged that past policies aimed at maintain- 
ing a ready and fully manned force overseas had created a "hollow 
Army" at home, with training activities at their lowest level 
since World War II. ' 

Most likely the Congress in the upcoming fiscal year will be 
confronted with addressing the training needs of the Army and the 
budgetary and policy alternatives for their accomplishment. These 
decisions must be made with some view of the Army's present train- 
ing program and the extent to which it is meeting established 
goals and objectives. 

The likely needs of the Congress for decisionmaking informa- 
tion, the growing concern about the trained capability of the 
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Army, and the need to assess the fundamental policy changes to 
the training philosophy motivated our study of Army training. 
The focus of our study was directed at assessing the unit level 
skill training program. What we found indicates that there are 
significant opportunities for improvements in the program, and 
we offer several recommendations for change. 

THE ARMY'S SKILL TRAINING CRITERIA 
ARE SPECIFIC AND TASK ORIENTED 

Prior to 1977, individual training in the Army was much less 
well defined than it is today. While soldiers in the past were 
provided skill training within a general framework at one of the 
Army's Advanced Individual Training schools, subsequent job train- 
ing was directed primarily by the personal experience of the NCOs 
in the units where soldiers reported after their school training. 
Soldiers received training in those tasks based on what was per- 
ceived as critical by their NCOs. There was no assurance that 
soldiers having the same job received training in the same tasks. 

Today, this situation has been drastically changed. In 1977, 
the Army's Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) implemented the 
Soldiers Manual concept. TRADOC and its school commands analyzed 
each Army occupational specialty and identified its critical per- 
formance elements. This job analysis --which was based on input 
from field unit personnel, actual observations of soldiers at work, 
and input from subject matter experts in the schools--resulted in 
lists of tasks that soldiers in the various occupational special- 
ties perform to accomplish their jobs. These lists were then ana- 
lyzed to identify those individual job tasks which are critical 
to effective job performance and survivability of the individual 
in combat. These critical tasks are listed in a Soldiers Manual 
for each military occupational specialty (MOS) L/ which also pro- 
vides the performance conditions and standards for each of the 
tasks. While there is some debate over the criticality of cer- 
tain tasks listed in the Soldiers Manuals, military officials we 
contacted generally agree that the Soldiers Manuals currently 
issued are perhaps the best training tool the Army has ever had. 

With inception of the Soldiers Manual concept, a companion 
document-- known as the Commanders Manual --designed for unit com- 
manders and NCOs was'also prepared by the TRADOC schools. For 
every Soldiers Manual, there is a Commanders Manual for the same 

L/Currently, the Soldiers Manuals for all MOSS have not been de- 
veloped. The Army developed the Soldiers Manuals for its high 
density MOSS first. Consequently, to date only about 77 per- 
cent of the Army's MOSS have Soldiers Manuals. The 81 MOSS 
which do not presently have a Soldiers Manual should have one 
by April 1982. 
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MOS. Basically, the Commanders Manual lists each task shown in 
the Soldiers Manual and designates who is responsible for provid- 
ing training in the task-- school personnel or unit personnel. l/ 
The majority of the individual job training is the responsibilTty 
of unit personnel as discussed below. 

The Army spends more than $3 billion a year to provide sol- 
diers individual skill training in its schools. The total cost 
of Army individual skill training could not be computed since 
cost data is not accumulated for on-the-job skill training per- 
formed in operational units. Given the present cost of personnel, 
however, the cost of individual training must be enormous. 

ARMY UNIT COMMANDERS ARE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR TRAINING MOST INDIVIDUAL SKILL TASKS 

Nearly all of the men and women recruited for the enlisted 
ranks by the Army require formal training in a military skill. 
For fiscal year 1980, the Army estimated about 96 percent of all 
soldiers enlisted would be sent to a formal skill training school 
to receive initial training in a military skill. Of the remain- 
ing 4 percent, the Army estimated only about 1 percent would have 
a civilian-acquired skill which precluded the need for additional 
formal training before being assigned to a unit, and only about 3 
percent would be assigned to a unit for on-the-job training with- 
out formal school training first. Other than the initial schcol 
training and on-the-job training, enlisted personnel normally re- 
ceive no further formal training during their first enlistment. 

The amount of initial skill training provided by a service 
school prior to a soldier's first unit assignment varies by occu- 
pational specialty and is based on several factors which include: 
complexity of the job: safety considerations: availability of 
equipment for training at the unit level: and tine allowed for 
school training. The tasks to be taught by a formal school rather 
than by unit personnel are determined by the various Army school 
commands under the guidance of TRADOC. Generally speaking, unless 
a skill is very technical or involves medical services, the Army 
schools provide training in fewer than half of the tasks consid- 
ered critical to proper job performance in the skill. Initial 
training in the majority of tasks, as well as refresher training 
in school trained tasks, is the responsibility of Army unit 
commanders. 

l/The use of the term "unit" in this report refers to company/ - 
battery. 



OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

We made this review to determine whether unit level individ- 
ual skill trainina is being provided which prepares Army enlisted 
personnel to perform critical job tasks within their MOSS. 

In order to understand the Army's training philosophy and ap- 
preach, we performed work at Department of the Army Headquarters; 
TRADOC; Headquarters U.S. Army Forces Command: Headquarters U.S. 
Army Europe: The Army Transportation School: The Army Quarter- 
master School: and the Army Infantry School. Additionally, we 
had meetings with representatives from the Office of the Secre- 
tary of Defense; Headquarters U.S. Army Health Services Command: 
Department of the Army Inspector General's Office: The Army 
Training Board; The Army Training Support Center: The Army Audit 
Agency: and The Army Research Institute. 

Our review effort involved work at 10 active Army units in 
the continental United States and 5 units in Europe. At each of 
these units we spent 2 weeks evaluating the skill training being 
provided for 16 Army MOSS. Our evaluation consisted of discus- 
sions with division, brigade, battalion and company/battery level 
officers: discussions with a selected sample of company/battery 
enlisted personnel: observations of training: review of training 
guidance: and review of training schedules. 

In addition to our detail work at 15 active Army units, we 
also used a questionnaire to obtain information on training 
strengths and weaknesses as well as training practices. First, 
we administered questionnaires to all available enlisted per- 
sonnel at the 15 units where detail audit work was performed. 
Second, we visited an additional 28 units for a period of one- 
half day to administer our questionnaires. And, third, we sent 
our questionnaires to a random sample of enlisted soldiers in a 
sample of units throughout the Army. Consequently, the data de- 
veloped allows us to address training practices throughout the 
Army. In total, questionnaires were administered to 3,825 sol- 
diers El-E4 and 2,510 soldiers E5-E9. 

Appendix II explains in detail our questionnaire approach. 
Included in this appendix is a summary of our administration and 
validation procedures, and exhibits showing the questionnaires 
used. 

Appendix III lists the 16 Army skills evaluated. The spe- 
cific skills reviewed were selected to provide (1) information on 
high-density skills, (2) a balance of combat arms and combat sup- 
port skills, and (3) a balance of technical and less technical 
skills. 
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Appendix IV shows the divisions, battalions, and company/ 
battery level units visited where detail audit work was performed. 
We selected these units according to the following criteria: 

--Units designated as high priority by the Army (this cri- 
teria applies only to U.S. based units). 

--Units where a concentration of personnel within the se- 
lected skills had taken an Army skill qualification test 
MT). 

--Units which provided geographical coverage, both in terms 
of different Army installations and different major Army 
commands. 

The 16 Army occupational specialties chosen and units visited 
within the United States were selected with the concurrence of of- 
ficials from TRADOC and the U.S. Army Forces Command. Officials 
at both these commands agreed that our selection of occupational 
specialties included representative Army skills. Further, they 
agreed that our criteria for unit and installation selection 
would provide us good coverage in terms of training throughout 
the Army. 

Appendix V shows the Army units visited where questionnaires 
were administered, but detail audit work was not performed. These 
units were randomly selected with the cooperation of installation 
officials so that units in an intensive training cycle were not 
disturbed during training. 

As a part of our study, we reviewed relevant audit reports, 
discussed our work with internal auditors, and where appropriate, 
reached agreement with internal investigators on any followup 
action required on their part in connection with our findings. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ARMY PERSONNEL ARE NOT BEING TRAINED TO PERFORM 

ESSENTIAL OCCUPATIONAL AND SURVIVAL TASKS 

The move by the Army to a more decentralized individual 
skill training philosophy in the mid-1970's placed a greater re- 
quirement on the lower organizational echelons to achieve train- 
ing goals. Battalion and company commanders are faced with a 
situation whereby the soldiers they receive from advanced train- 
ing have been schooled in only the basics of their occupational 
specialty. This places responsibility on the unit commanders to 
provide the training necessary for soldiers to progress from the 
apprentice to journeyman level within their specialty. Based on 
our review, we believe the unit programs should be strengthened 
so that the Army can more closely achieve its training objectives. 
Although soldiers, NCOs, and officers have been provided, through 
Soldiers Manuals, the most specific and probably the best train- 
ing guidance ever developed by the Army, many soldiers are not re- 
ceiving the unit training which will enable them to perform all 
tasks considered by the Army as critical for proper job perform- 
ance and survival in combat, and which commanders consider crit- 
ical to mission success. We believe unit training efforts can be 
enhanced by 

--placing more emphasis on individual skill training at the 
battalion and company levels, 

--making more effective use of available training time by 
Army trainers at the company/battery level, and 

--increasing the use of training aids specifically developed 
to enhance individual proficiency. 

MANY SOLDIERS MAY NOT BE ABLE 
TO PERFORM EFFECTIVELY IN COMBAT 

The ultimate objective of individual skill training programs 
is to provide soldiers with the capability to perform their com- 
bat and occupational tasks. Our questionnaire results showed 
that 54 percent of the Army NCOs believe that only half or fewer 
of the soldiers they supervise are adequately trained for combat 
duty in their MOS. Further, at each of the 43 Army companies/ 
batteries visited during our review, we asked soldiers to tell US 
whether they could perform each of their Soldiers Manual tasks. 
The results, which are summarized by the following table, show 
that soldiers cannot perform a significant number of tasks the 
Army considers critical for proper job performance. 
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Percentage of Soldiers Manual Tasks 
EnListed Persmnel (El-E4) at the 43 Units 

we Visited Said They Could Perform 

kkX designation 

Nun&r of tasks 
all soldiers Percentage of soldiers 

Nu&erof El-E4 should be who said they could perform: Less 
soldiers able to perform All the 75 to 50 to than 

an3 title ws contacted (note a) tasks 99% - - 

11B Infantryman 
11C Indirect fire 

infantryman 
11H Heavy anti- 

armr crewman 
12B Canbat engineer 
13B Cannon creman 
13E Cannon fire 

directimal 
specialist 

16D Hawk missile 
crewman 

16E Hawk fire con- 
trol crewman 

19E Arnvr crewnan 
19F Anmr driver 
63B Wheel vehicle 

mechanic 
63CTrack specialist 
91B Medical 

specialist 
91C Patient care 

specialist 
91D Operating roan 

specialist 
92B Medical labora- 

tory specialist 

369 

61 93 (*I 1.6 

33 85 (*I 0 
180 117 (*I 3.9 
274 77 0.7 

22 

41 

28 
112 
66 

52 150 
27 231 

148 

17 

11 68 0 

6 72 0 

85 (f) 

114 0 45.5 

58 2.4 46.3 

89 

2 (*I 

107 

115 

5.4 

0 
0.9 
1.5 

0 
0 

0.7 

0 

67.5 

75.4 

72.7 
52.2 
40.5 

28.6 
53.6 
47.0 

55.8 
44.4 

59.5 

88.2 

100.0 

33.3 

74% 50% - 

18.4 8.7 

18.0 4.9 

24.2 3.0 
32.2 11.7 
34.3 24.4 

50.0 4.5 

29.3 22.0 

39.3 32.1 
38.4 7.2 
43.9 7.5 

36.5 7.7 
40.7 14.8 

30.4 9.5 

5.9 5.9 

0 cl 

33.3 33.4 

a/The number of tasks shown in this column represent all the basic level (skill level 1) 
tasks in the Soldiers Manual for the KS, except for the MCB. marked (*). The tasks 
for these MO66 have been segregated into duty positions by the Arq. Therefore, for 
all KXs marked (*), our analysis only included the tasks all soldiers in the MOS 
shmld knm: not tasks associated with a specific duty position. 
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The need to improve unit training existed in varying degrees 
at all units we visited. Some units had initiated efforts to im- 
prove their programs: however, in all instances more needed to be 
done. The European units we visited had fewer personnel and 
equipment problems: but they still had not reached the level of 
quality needed to insure that individuals are skilled in all occu- 
pational tasks considered critical by the Army. We believe that 
the quality of training at all units can be improved through bet- 
ter management of training as discussed below. 

INDIVIDUAL SKILL TRAINING 
NEEDS GREATER EMPHASIS AT THE 
BATTALION AND COMPANY LEVELS 

The Army's skill training philosophy involves all command 
levels within the Army. The following chart provides a simplified 
illustration of individual training responsibilities within one 
Major Army Command. While our chart only shows one division, bri- 
gade, battalion, and company: in reality many would be involved. 
The purpose of the chart is to show the various levels involved 
in skill training, and their responsibilities. As shown, the re- 
sponsibilities for carrying out individual skill training occur 
at the battalion level and below. 

pzyT3-yaFq 
~__- 

--These levels develcp 
requlat10ns and genera1 
guidance to implement 
approved training pro- 
qrars and criteria. 

--Develops training 

criteria and pro- 
grams for the Army. 

Battalion Commander 
I 

--These' levels implement 
and monitor the actual 
accomplishment of 
training criteria. 

~Gyzq 

--Frimary Army Trainers 
for individual skill 
training. 
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Battalion level commanders become involved with individual 
skill training primarily from a planning standpoint. Generally, 
personnel at the battalion level support company level commanders' 
training activities by providing training resources and coordina- 
ting training activities among companies. The responsibility for 
accomplishing individual skill training is delegated to commanders 
at the company/battery level. 

Because the activities requiring a battalion or company com- 
mander's attention are numerous, commanders must assign a high 
priority to those activities perceived as the most important 
to commanders at the brigade and division levels. Because unit 
commanders feel that there is no higher level emphasis on individ- 
ual training, they put a low priority on assuring that the unit 
has an effective program. We found that the lack cf command 
emphasis on individual skill training impairs the management of 
this function at the unit level and has resulted in soldiers not 
being trained in all critical MOS tasks. 

Soldiers are not being trained 
in all their critical MOS tasks 

Commanders at the companies/batteries we visited had dele- 
gated individual training responsibilities to the lowest super- 
visory level, normally to the squad or section leader. This 
philosophy is consistent with the Army's training guidance and 
regulations. At the squad and section level, however, we found 
that soldiers were not beinq trained in all Soldiers Manual tasks 
considered critical for their MOS. 

The majority of enlisted soldiers (El through E4) at the 43 
units we visited told us they have not received sufficient indi- 
vidual training in their MOS. Through use of a questionnaire 
which provided individual confidentiality, we asked soldiers to 
tell us whether they strongly agreed, somewhat agreed, or did not 
agree with statements concerning training in their units. The re- 
sults are summarized in the following table on page 1G. 
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Frequency Tabulation of Responses Provided 
by Soldiers at 43 Units (note a) 

Questions posed by GAO 

Our unit's NCOs really 
take an interest in 
training me. 

Our unit spends a lot 
of time training 
MOS tasks. 

Our unit's NCOs really 
prepare for our train- 
ing courses--(they 
make certain they know 
what they are talking 
about). 

Our unit instructors make 
sure any equipment 
needed for training is 
available. 

I have received training 
in all the tasks in my 
MOS . 

My NCOs are really try- 
ing to give me good 
training. 

My commander is really 
trying to give me 
good training. 

In this unit special 
duties and details are 
more important than MOS 
training. 

Strongly Somewhat 
agreed agreed 

299 1,057 
13.7% 48.4% 

297 886 
13.6% 40.6% 

366 
16.8% 

Do not No 
agree response 

751 77 
34.4% 3.6% 

918 83 
42.0% 3.8% 

935 800 83 
42.8% 36.6% 3.8% 

379 900 
17.4% 41.2% 

327 630 
15.0% 28.8% 

448 997 
20.5% 45.7% 

552 891 
23.9% 40.8% 

838 582 
38.4% 26.6% 

825 80 
37.8% 3.7% 

1,132 95 
51.8% 4.4% 

630 109 
28.8% 5.0% 

657 114 
30.1% 5.2% 

680 84 
31.1% 3.8% 

a/The results of our Army-wide mailout questionnaires showed - 
that the opinions reflected by this table prevail throughout 
the Army. 

Our detail work at 15 of the units represented by the above 
statistics confirmed what the soldiers told us. Their NCOs and 
officers had not implemented training programs to provide soldiers 
training in all occupational and combat tasks. NCOs and commanders 
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at units we visited said that there is no incentive at the 
battalion or company level to emphasize individual skill 
training in all Soldiers Manual tasks. NCOs and commanders 
also felt that there is no higher level emphasis on individual 
training in all Soldiers Manual tasks and that commanders 
generally are not evaluated on the effectiveness of individual 
training programs. This has created the perception that indi- 
vidual training is less important than other unit activities. 
An article written by the past Executive Officer of the Army's 
Field Artillery School illustrates this point. It states: 

rl * * * Recent research indicates that battalion 
level commanders are relieved for the following 
reasons: 

. TPI failures l/ - 

. Poor maintenance records. 

. Unfavorable statistical showings (AWOL, 
crime, accident). 

. Safety-connected accidents. 

. Right time and place incidents (parades, 
guards, etc.). 

. Administrative shortfalls (Annual General 
Inspection failure, accountability, etc.). 

'Narry' a single relief for a poorly-trained unit: 
simply because command pressure is not placed on 
training, the commander is not made to train and 
he can max an OER 2/ without training. We don't 
seem to think trailling is important enough to the 
success of the Army to fire the guy that fails in 
his training." z/ 

As a result of the lack of emphasis on individual training 
at the battalion and company levels, soldiers receive infrequent 
training or no training in some tasks their commanders and NCOs 
consider critical to proper performance in their MOS. For exam- 
ple, we asked officers and NCOs at units visited to tell US which 

l-/Technical Proficiency Inspections are designed to insure nuclear 
readiness. 

s/Officer Evaluation Report. 

z/Field Artillery Journal. Volume 44, pps. 16-20, Jan.-Feb. 1976. 
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Soldiers Manual tasks all soldiers must know how to perform for 
certain MOSS in the unit. Then, we asked them to tell us, for 
the same tasks, how often each task is trained in their unit. 
The results show that soldiers are not being trained in many 
tasks specified in Soldiers Manuals, or even in those tasks con- 
sidered critical by unit officers and NCOs. For example, at one 
armor company and one of the medical companies visited, we were 
provided the following information. 

Tasks Considered Critical Which are Only Taught 
Once Ever-v 6 Months or Never at Two Units We Visited 

MOS 

19F 
19F 
19F 
19F 
19F 

19E 
19E 
19E 
19E 
19E 

91B 
92B 

91D 
91D 

91c 
91c 
91c 

Total P\rumberof Number of tasks considered 
N-r of tasks considered critical which are only 
tasks at critical for taught less than once 
at skill all soldiers in every 6 months or never 

Responses level 1 the MOS to know Every6 
provided by (note a) 

Platoon Leader 84 
Tankmer 84 
Tank Ccnnnander 84 
Tank Ccarmander 84 
Tank Catmander 

Platoon Leader 88 
Platoon Sergeant 88 
Tank Commander 88 
Tank Conarander 88 
Tank Catrrander 88 

NC0 - E6 107 
NC0 - E6 72 

NC0 - E6 68 
NC0 - E6 68 

NCO- E7 115 
NC0 - E6 115 
NCO- E6 115 

(note b) 

78 3 ( 3.8%) 
82 3 ( 3.6%) 
80 29 (36.3%) 
70 6 ( 8.6%) 
72 16 (22.2%) 

88 3 ( 3.4%) 
84 26 (31.0%) 
83 0 ( 0.0%) 
87 34 (39.1%) 
70 4 ( 5.7%) 

107 38 (35.5%) 
46 19 (41.3%) 

68 48 (70.6%) 
65 33 (50.8%) 

115 
115 
loo 

months 

2 ( 1.7%) 
0 ( 0.0%) 
2 ( 2.0%) 

Never 

24 (30.8%) 
8 ( 9.8%) 
9 (11.3%) 

32 (45.7%) 
23 (31.9%) 

25 (28.4%) 
16 (19.0%) 

6 ( 7.2%) 
6 ( 6.9%) 

23 (32.9%) 

2 ( 1.9%) 
19 (41.3%) 

13 (19.1%) 
14 (21.5%) 

6 ( 5.2%) 
64 (55.7%) 
66 (66.0%) 

a/This is the number of basic level (skill level 1) tasks listed in the - 
Soldiers Manual for the MOS. 

b/This is the number of the basic level tasks considered critical by the - 
person who responded. 
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Soldiers assigned to a unit in 
a support position receive less 
training than other soldiers 

We also found that soldiers assigned to combat units in sup- 
port positions receive less training in Soldiers Manual tasks than 
soldiers who are assigned in the basic unit MCSs. Commanders and 
NCOs tend to exclude soldiers in support positions from training 
because, as one commander told us, "they have a job to do and 
can't be spared for training." The result is that soldiers as- 
signed to a combat unit in a support capacity do not receive fre- 
quent training in Soldiers Manual tasks. For example, at one of 
the infantry companies, and one of the armor companies we visited, 
unit trainers provided the following information regarding training 
for assigned medical support personnel. 

Information Provided at One 
Infantry Company 

Number of tasks considerd 
critical which are only 

Total nLnriber Number of tasks taught less than once 

91B 
91B 

91c 

91B 

91B 

91c 

Responses 
provided by 

NC0 - E7 
NO-E5 

NC0 - E7 

Platcon 
Leader 

NCO-E6 

NC0 - E6 

of tasks considered critical every 6 months or never 
at skill for all soldiers in Every 6 
level 1 the MOS to knm n-mths Never 

107 107 10 ( 9.3%) 30 (28.08) 
107 88 46 (52.3%) 6 ( 6.8%) 

115 109 10 ( 9.2%) 53 (48.6%) 

Information Provided at One 
ArmorCompany 

107 107 58 (54.2%) 18 ( 16.8%) 
107 107 0 ( 0.0%) 107 (100.0%) 

115 115 15 (13.0%) 100 ( 86.9%) 

Individual skill tests should be used 
to determine areas of traininq emphasis 

The lack of emphasis on the management of individual skill 
training at the battalion level is exemplified by the manner in 
which many training managers had chosen not to use Army SQT re- 
sults in managing their unit training programs. In April 1977, 
the Army initiated its SQT program as a means of measuring indi- 
vidual proficiency in MOS tasks, and to determine which soldiers 
should be promoted. Unlike the old MOS test system, which was 
a written examination, an SQT requires a soldier to actually 
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demonstrate that he can perform selected MOS tasks, as well as 
take a written test. The tasks tested by an SQT are taken di- 
rectly from the Soldiers Manual. The Soldiers Manual and SQT 
when used together tell commanders and soldiers what must be 
taught in training, and how well the training has prepared sol- 
diers to perform their jobs. 

Army commanders at the units we visited need to insure that 
greater use is made of the SQT results to measure their units' 
individual proficiency and determine individual training needs. 
The SQT program not only provides individuals with test results 
in a format which readily shows specific tasks passed and failed, 
but also provides company commanders this same type of analysis 
for each individual and all unit members in total. This feature 
of the SQT program makes the results an excellent basis for 
structuring individual training programs. However, fewer than 
20 percent of the NCOs at the units we visited said they used 
SQT results to determine the tasks which required additional 
training. Throughout the Army, 23.9 percent of the NCOs said 
they use the SQT results to determine training needs. 

The reasons given us by unit commanders for not using SQT 
results were 

--lack of confidence in the results of the tests since many 
soldiers have reading problems: 

--lack of emphasis on SQT results from higher command ele- 
ments: and 

--delay in getting results back to the unit. (Many soldiers 
have been reassigned to other units before test results 
are received.) 

We recognize that there may be some shortcomings to the SQT 
results, especially with regard to timing. The results do offer, 
however, an excellent indicator of a soldiers' training deficien- 
ties. Such information can be invaluable in determining where 
training emphasis needs to be concentrated both from an individ- 
ual and unit perspective. Because cf the level of detail the 
tests provide, we believe they should be used as one of the pri- 
mary data sources for structuring individual skill training pro- 
grams. 

MORE INDIVIDUAL SKILL TRAINING CAN 
BE ACCOMPLISHED IN THE TIME AVAILABLE 

Army regulations pertaining to training management state 
that individual training is to be integrated into all phases of 
unit activity, and undertaken whenever the opportunity arises. 
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This policy is consistent with the fact that TRADOC has identi- 
fied skill deterioration as a critical training problem. While 
there is limited knowledge about the rate of skill deterioration 
or retentlwn for specific Army jobs, studies performed by the 
Army Research Institute demonstrate that for a soldier to main- 
tain skill proficiency, he must receive adequate initial train- 
ing and subsequent refresher training in his MOS tasks. 

Personnel at the company level who are responsible for indi- 
vidual training need to better manage available training time by 
not concentrating on training primarily for a specific SQT test 
and by requiring NCOs to provide opportunity training. This will 
insure that the maximum amount of time is devoted to needed task 
training. 

Training programs concentrate 
on those tasks soldiers will be 
tested on durinq proficiency tests 

Army divisions have implemented programs which divide the 
training year into cycles. Nest divisions have adopted a three- 
cycle program which consists of a mission training cycle, an indi- 
vidual training cycle, and a support cycle. Other divisions have 
two-cycle or four-cycle programs, but the concept is the same: 
i.e., specific time periods are designated for training and sup- 
port activities. While one cycle is specifically dedicated to 
providing individual training, we found that in the units we vis- 
ited the individual training which took place concentrated almost 
entirely on those tasks which would be on an upcoming SQT. This 
practice is facilitated by the fact that soldiers are prcvided a 
test notice about 60 days prior to the SQT which, through sample 
questions, identifies the tasks which will appear on the test. 
The reason that training focuses on the SQT notice is that com- 
manders want to improve their soldiers' scores. 

Because the SQT only tests a soldier on a sample of the tasks 
listed as critical to proper job performance, the primary individ- 
ual training emphasis is on a small -percentage of the tasks which 
the Army considers critical, and more specifically, those tasks 
individuals will be tested on by the Army to measure individual 
proficiency. If training is concentrated on those tasks that will 
appear on an upcoming test, the soldier may not receive training 
in other tasks considered critical to his or her MOS. This leads 
to training deficiencies which in turn may affect a soldier's 
ability to perform his/her job effectively. Because several test 
cycles would be required to cover all tasks in a particular MOS, 
several years may pass before an individual receives training in 
all critical tasks. 
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All available training time 
is not being used for training 

Army training regulations require trainers to use every op- 
Fortunity to provide individual training. According to regula- 
tions, individual training should be integrated into all unit ac- 
tivities. Consequently, training should be accomplished not only 
during scheduled training periods, but also during those slack 
periods in a training day. 

Company level commanders are required to Frepare weekly 
training schedules. These schedules are event-and-time oriented-- 
I.e., the daily activities of unit members are scheduled for spe- 
cific times. While these schedules account for literally every 
minute of a training day, the activities planned frequently do 
not last as long as the period of time scheduled. This time is 
commonly referred to as "slack time" by soldiers, and represents 
the duty time available between scheduled events. 

The failure of NCOs and junior officers to provide training 
at every opportunity has been reported to the Army in numerous 
studies. The following chart provides some examples. 
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Reporting 
organization 

U.S. Army Audit 
p,gency 

FoRscoM Training 
Assistance and 
Assessment Team 

U.S. Amy Audit 
Agency 

FoRscoM, Inspector 
General 

Report date Lccation cited 

Sept. 1970 7th Tranqmrta- 
tion Group, 
Fort EXlstis, 
Virginia 

May 1979 III Corps and 
Fort Hood 

Aug. 1979 III Corps and 
Fort Hcod 

Nov. 1979 SLmnaryof 
Inspections 
from several 
FCRSCCN units 

Fort Carson, In- FY 1979 
qector General 

4th Infantry 
Division 
(Mechanized) 
Fort Carson, 
Colorado 

Finding reprted 

Our review of the 7th Transportation 
Group indicated that the Group needs to 
significantly increase its eqhasis and 
participation in individual job-skill 
training. Individual task-oriented 
training was not a major element in the 
Group's training program, and even when 
scheduled, the training was often not 
given. 

There was little evidence that units 
understood and practiced the concept of 
multi-echelon training. In mny instan- 
ces, camenders failed to establish in- 
dividual training objectives to be ac- 
carplished during collective training 
activities. The conduct of individual 
training during periods of slack time 
was alnost nonexistent. 

Training classes were frequently can- 
celed and attendance at classes con- 
ducted was 1~. Training could be irn- 
proved by limiting cancellations of 
scheduled training, increasing attend- 
ance, and making rmore inspections of 
training classes. 

There has been insufficient progress in 
training our junior ctissioned and 
noncumrlssioned officers. Indicators of 
a unit's failure to develop its junior 
leaders are: poor weapns maintenance, 
soldiers loitering in pst facilities 
and wandering around the installation 
during duty hours, and the misunder- 
standing and misuse of opportunity 
training. 

There was considerable evidence that 
training time was not always produc- 
tively used. There were instances when 
soldiers were observed sitting around 
waiting for sane training event. Scee 
perceptions of some junior leaders were 
that "going to the field" equates to 
training. Much of the individual train- 
ing is centralized as "SGT Training." 
There was little understanding of oppor- 
tunity training. 
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During our visits we found little opportunity training taking 
place. The attitude we found was that unless whole squads or sec- 
tions could be assembled, training could not be conducted. We 
observed that during slack training time soldiers are more likely 
placed on a detail or released until some other scheduled activity 
occurs. 

One of the main reasons why opportunity training is not pro- 
vided, and perhaps a reason why scheduled training classes are 
canceled, is that NCOs often do not feel qualified to teach MOS 
tasks. At the 43 units visited, we asked 868 NCOs if they felt 
qualified to teach the tasks in their MOS to subordinates. Only 
60 percent of these NCOs said they felt qualified to teach all 
tasks in their MOS. More than 36 percent said they felt quali- 
fied to teach only some tasks, and more than 3 percent said they 
did not feel qualified to teach any. Throughout the Army 35.0 
percent of the NCOs indicated that they felt unqualified to teach 
all tasks in their MOS. 

We believe the concern of many NCOs --that they are not qual- 
ified to teach many of the MOS tasks--reduces their incentive to 
maximize training time and thus contributes to the generally pas- 
sive attitude towards individual training that we noted at the 
unit level. Further, the NCOs' perception that individual skill 
training is not their commander's first priority reduces the NCOs' 
emphasis on training. For example, the Army Research Institute 
asked commanders within the Army's E'orces Command to indicate 
their personal priority for 16 activities unit personnel could 
accomplish on a routine basis. The results showed that training 
was ranked as numbers one and two on the list. However, when the 
subordinates of those commanders were asked to rank according to 
priority the same items based on their perception of the comman- 
der's priorities, they ranked unit training as number 10 out of 
the 16 activities and individual training as number 11. 

GREATER USE SHOULD BE MADE OF 
TRAINING AIDS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED 
TO ENHANCE INDIVIDUAL TRAINING 

The Army has distributed Soldiers Manuals, job books, and 
training extension courses to soldiers and units. These training 
aids are specifically designed to help soldiers and trainers iden- 
tify, learn, and teach critical MOS tasks to achieve a standard 
proficiency level. Use of these aids, however, has been minimal. 
Most soldiers do not use Soldiers Manuals or the extension course 
materials, and the majority of supervisors do not use job books. 
We believe the quality of training could be improved through 
greater use of these helpful training tools. 
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Soldiers Manuals 

The original theory behind the Soldiers Manual was to pro- 
vide every soldier one document which outlined all critical MOS 
tasks to be learned. From the outset, distribution of Soldiers 
Manuals became a problem. Some schools issued Soldiers Manuals 
for graduates to keep, some schools issued manuals which had to 
be returned, some units had Soldiers Manuals to be issued, and 
other units found they could not get the Soldiers Manuals they 
needed. Demand for the manuals simply outpaced the supply. Now, 
the Army's policy regarding Soldiers Manuals has changed, and 
soldiers are no longer held responsible for maintaining their own 
manual. If needed, the unit is supposed to make one available. 
Throughout the Army, 81.8 percent of of the enlisted soldiers 
(El-E4) stated that they were issued a Soldiers Manual and 73.8 

percent stated they now have a Manual. Most soldiers, however, 
told us they do not use the manuals. 

Soldiers Manuals are vitally important to the Army's train- 
ing philosophy and methodology. Soldiers and supervisors should 
regularly use them, because, as a minimum, according to Army Cir- 
cular 310-87, each Soldiers Manual: 

--Defines the soldier's job in terms of the critical tasks 
required. 

--Defines the conditions under which the soldier performs 
the critical tasks. 

--Sets forth minimum acceptable standards of performance. 

--Assists the commander and supervisor in evaluating perform- 
ance and serves as an aid in training management. 

We asked 868 NCOs in 43 units how many of the soldiers they 
supervised were interested enough in MOS training to study Sol- 
diers Manuals on their own. More than 67 percent of the NCOs 
stated that half or fewer of the soldiers they supervise would 
use their manual, and 20 percent of these NCOs stated that none 
of the soldiers they supervise would use it on their own. To con- 
firm what the NCOs told us, we asked more than 1,000 soldiers 
(El-E4), who had taken an SQT, whether they used a Soldiers 
Manual to study for ,it. More than 40 percent said no. Our 
Army-wide questionnaire results showed that 32.5 percent of the 
El-E4 enlisted personnel who have taken an SQT did not use a 
Soldiers Manual to study for the test. 

NCOs also are not making extensive use of the Soldiers Man- 
ual to identify individual training needs. Since the Soldiers 
Manual prescribes the critical tasks of an MOS as well as the 
training conditions and standards, we asked the 868 NCOs at the 
43 units visited to tell us how they identified the MOS tasks in 
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which soldiers they supervised needed to be trained. We gave 
them five choices and asked them to indicate all that applied. 
only 82 (6.5 percent) of the 684 NCOs who responded said they 
used a Soldiers Manual. Those who did not use a Soldiers Manual 
said they determined training needs by observing soldiers' work 
(40.1 percent), by observing soldiers during Army Training and 
Evaluation Program exercises (23.1 percent), by using SQT results 
(19.8 percent), or by being told what to teach (10.5 percent). 
Throughout the Army, only 11.4 percent of the NCOs indicated that 
they used Soldiers Manuals to determine training needs. 

Job books 

The Army's training philosophy calls for first-line super- 
visors: e.g., squad leaders, section chiefs, or tank commanders: 
to identify an individual soldier's weakness in a certain skill 
area and train the soldier accordingly. 

Along with the introduction of Soldiers Manuals, TRADOC 
also developed and distributed MOS job books to first-line 
supervisors. The job book is intended to be an extension of 
the supervisor's memory. When used properly, it documents for 
each of the soldiers supervised their demonstrated ability to 
perform the individual tasks of their MOS. Job books are broken 
into duty positions with all associated Soldiers Manual tasks 
grouped under that duty position. Common soldier tasks listed 
in the Soldiers Manuals are separately identified in the job 
books. As soldiers demonstrate the ability or inability to per- 
form individual MOS tasks, the supervisor initials and dates the 
task in the job book. The job book is designed to provide the 
supervisor with a record of proficiency for each of the soldiers 
he supervises and a record of individual training needs. 

According to our Army-wide questionnaire results, more than 
29 percent of the Army's trainers did not use job books as a guide 
for individual training. In addition, at the 15 units where we 
performed detail work, job books were not being used by all super- 
visors in accordance with Army guidance. NCOs we talked with who 
did not use job books stated they do not use them because (I) it 
was too much trouble to carry the books for all the soldiers they 
supervise, (2) they have trouble getting the job books they need, 
and (3) their supervisors have not told them to use them. 

It is important that Army unit commanders insure that super- 
visors maintain job books for the soldiers they supervise. With- 
out the information prcvided by properly maintained job books, 
commanders and supervisors lack information on the training status 
of individuals in the unit-- information which is important in 
structuring individual skill training programs. 
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Training extension courses 

In 1972, the Army began developing a video-tape training aid 
which has become known as a training extension course. These 
audiovisual aids provide a description of Soldiers Manual tasks. 
They have been distributed to combat battalions and companies 
throughout the world. The extension course is currently being 
expanded to cover service and support MOSS. The video-taped 
lessons are designed to improve a soldier's proficiency in 
individual tasks in his MOS. Research conducted by the Army 
Research Institute indicates that extension course lessons can 
be a highly effective training device. The Institute concluded 
that they are more effective than conventional lecture-type 
instruction sessions. Generally, however, most soldiers have 
not been encouraged to use the lessons. For example, we asked 
a random sample of soldiers at 35 of the units visited to tell 
us how often they used course tapes. In total, we interviewed 
208 soldiers (El-E4). The results of this effort revealed 
that: 

--59 percent had never used an extention course lesson cover- 
ing common soldier tasks. 

--64 percent had never used an extension course lesson cover- 
ing any of their duty position tasks. 

Reasons given us were that the soldiers and supervisors are 
not fully informed as to what the taped sessions are and how they 
can be used. Further, we noted that these materials can only be 
used at some units during off-duty hours which naturally discour- 
ages their use. 

CONCLUSION 

If the Army is to more nearly achieve the level of training 
effectiveness desired, greater command emphasis must be placed on 
the management of this function at the company/battalion level. 
It is important that unit commanders stress the importance of 
training and assure that their unit has a well-managed program 
which makes use of available training tools and training time. 
Such training should be geared to providing a well-rounded pro- 
gram rather than a training program which concentrates on an up- 
coming SQT. Until this command emphasis is achieved, the trained 
capability of soldiers will be below Army standards. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

Better realization of training goals will require specific 
and immediate actions to improve the quality of current unit 
level skill training programs. With regard to those actions that 
can and should be pursued, we recommend tha c the Secretary of the 
Army: 

--Emphasize to Army commanders the importance of unit skill 
training and the commanders' responsibilities for pro- 
viding skill training to enlisted personnel. 

--Require commanders at the battalion level and above to 
better monitor skill training in their subordinate units. 
This monitoring effort should insure that primary trainers: 

--Use Soldiers Manual as their program criteria. 

--Develop a training plan which provides for training 
in all Soldiers Manual tasks. 

--Maintain job books for the soldiers they supervise so 
that training needs are documented. 

--Use training extension course lessons in their train- 
ing programs. 

--Incorporate individual training into all phases of 
unit activity and make use of available slack time to 
provide opportunity training. 

--Use job books, SQT results, and Soldiers Manuals 
to develop training programs which provide training 
in those tasks where additional work is needed 3 
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CHAPTER 3 

FACTORS AFFECTING UNIT TRAINING THAT 

CANNOT EE ADDRESSED AT UNIT LEVEL 

Chapter 2 addressed training management practices which Army 
units can improve with greater emphasis on training and better 
management of existing resources. This chapter addresses factors 
which are impeding effective individual training, but are diffi- 
cult to control at the division level and below. These factors 
are: 

--The lack of an adequate number of experienced and quali- 
fied NCOs to serve as trainers. 

--The high personnel turnover rates being experienced by 
operational units. 

--The lack of functional equipment and ammunition which can 
be used in training. 

The absence of enough experienced trainers and equipment, 
combined with constant turnover of unit personnel, inhibits the 
delivery of training. The main effect of this situation is that 
soldiers are not trained in tasks supervisors cannot perform or 
in tasks associated with equipment which is unavailable or inoper- 
ative. 

THERE ARE NOT ENOUGH EXPERIENCED 
TRAINERS TO FULLY TRAIN SOLDIERS 

The Army's skill training philosophy for enlisted personnel 
depends on having an adequate number of experienced and trained 
NCOs within its units. The importance of the NC0 to effective 
training is highlighted by the fact that the commanders at the 
units we visited stated they rely primarily on their NCOs to pro- 
vide the necessary skill training to unit personnel. 

Many Army units, however, both in Europe and the continental 
United States do not have an adequate number of skilled NCOs to 
provide individual ,training. This critical problem involves two 
issues. First, the Army is losing NCOs who are experienced in 
their MOS. Second, many newer NCOs not only lack job experience 
but also have not been trained to perform as trainers. 

In recent years, the Army has found it increasingly difficult 
to retain experienced NCOs. At most units we visited the number 
of NCOs actually assigned was less than the number authorized for 
the unit. As NCOs fail to reenlist, the Army loses its most pre- 
cious resource --an experienced and qualified trainer. While our 
review did not specifically focus on NC0 retention problems, we 
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did explore some of the reasons why NCOs are not reenlisting. 
NCOs cited various reasons for not reenlisting, including low 
pay t the declining value of Army benefits, decreasing discipline 
in the Army, the quality of current enlistees, and Army rotation 
policies. 

As a result of declining retention rates for experienced 
NCOs, the Army is not only losing its experienced trainers, but 
it is also forced to replace the NCOs with personnel who are less 
experienced and less trained. For example, at the 43 Army com- 
panies visited, we solicited information from 868 NCOs. Nearly 
95 percent of them were in ranks E5 through E7, and 92 percent of 
them were assigned to a supervisory position within the unit, 
such as squad leader, platoon sergeant, or section leader. While 
78 percent of these NCOs said they are required to provide MOS 
training to the soldiers they supervise, more than 25 percent 
had not been to any Army NC0 leadership schools, and only 37 per- 
cent had attended the Army's Battalion Training Management System 
workshops which are designed to teach the basic principles of 
performance-oriented training and training management. Through- 
out the Army 24 percent of the NCOs had not attended a leadership 
school and only 35.8 percent had attended the Battalion Training 
Management System workshops. 

Commanders at a number of the companies we visited commented 
that while their NCOs are charged by Army regulations and train- 
ing guidance with training responsibilities, many have not been 
adequately trained to serve as trainers. These comments are sup- 
ported by an Army Research Institute report, released in April 
1979, on the status of unit training within units stationed in 
Europe. The report contains the following comments from com- 
manders concerning the experience and ability of NCOs within 
their units. 

"Qualified NCOs--I'm disappointed. So many are 
unprofessional (mostly E5-E6)--not experienced 
enough, do not know their jobs." 

(Battalion Commander) 

"My E6s are very good, but E5s cannot function 
as an NC0 because of inexperience. Also because 
of the erosion of NC0 responsibility and they're 
young. They have not been given any responsibility 
and can't function as NCOs." 

(Company Commander) 

"There is not much squad level instruction because 
the squad leaders are not experienced. I rely on 
qualified people to instruct. The platoon leader 
may not be too knowledgeable on the subject, but 
he does have the ability to research for the 
class." 

(Company Commander) 
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According to our Army-wide questionnaire results, 39 percent 
of the Army's NCOs were not receiving training in their MOS tasks; 
and 35 percent said that they did not feel qualified to teach all 
the tasks of their MOS to subordinates. 

We also found that many NCOs cannot perform some of the crit- 
ical tasks within their MOS which, because of their supervisory 
positions, they are responsible for teaching to lower ranked en- 
listed personnel. Some examples of tasks basic to proper job 
performance, which NCOs at the 43 units visited told us they could 
not perform, are shown below. 

MOS 91B, Medical Specialist: 

--27.5 percent (11 of the 40) of the NCOs said that they 
could not or were not sure they could administer emergency 
medical care to a chemical agent casualty. 

--35 percent (14 of the 40) of the NCOs said they could not 
or were not sure they could administer emergency care to 
an open neck wound. 

MOS 12B, Combat Engineer: 

--25.9 percent (14 of the 54) of the NCOs said they were not 
sure they could recognize threat vehicles. 

--40.8 percent (22 of the 54) of the NCOs said they were not 
sure or could not identify components of a float bridge 
anchorage system. 

--37 percent (20 of the 54) of the NCOs said they were not 
sure or could not identify components of a floating bridge 
erection set. 

MOS 16E. HAWK Fire Control Crewman: 

--50 percent (9 of the 18) of the NCOs said they were not 
sure how to or could not install/recover an electrically 
armed claymore mine. 

--27.8 percent (5 of the 18) of the NCOs said they were not 
sure how to or could not aline and orient the HAWK missile 
system using the first alternative method. 

MOS 13E, Cannon Fire Direction Specialist: 

--50 percent (4 of the 8) of the NCOs said they were not 
sure how to or could not enter a hasty fire plan into their 
weapon systems fire control computer. 
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--50 percent (4 of the 8) of the NCOs said they were not sure 
they could assemble/disassemble an M203 grenade launcher. 

PERSONNEL TURNOVER SERIOUSLY 
AFFECTS TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS 

The quality of Army skill training is being degraded by per- 
sonnel turnover, i.e., the constant movement of soldiers in and 
out of units. Personnel turnover or "turbulence" occurs for a 
number of reasons including: discharges; assignments to schools: 
overseas rotation; and transfers to other Army units or commands. 
Personnel turnover at units we visited was as high as 65 percent 
for soldiers El through E4 and 49 percent for NCOs per year. L/ 

The ultimate results of personnel turbulence are an increased 
training load on unit personnel, and degraded unit performance. 
Most newly assigned personnel, regardless of whether they are re- 
porting directly from an Army initial skill training school or 
from another unit, require training at the new unit. The Army 
Research Institute study of unit training in European units men- 
tioned earlier included the following table showing the average 
percentage of newly assigned enlisted personnel who needed addi- 
tional training. The figures in the table were reported to the 
Institute by a representative sample of experienced company/bat- 
tery commanders, battalion commanders, and training officers from 
15 battalions stationed in Europe. 

Type MOS 

Average Percentage of Newly Assigned Enlisted 
Men Who Need Additional Training 

Rank 
Branch E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 

------------(percent)----------- 

Combat Infantry 89 89 66 66 59 43 18 
personnel Armor 68 64 46 47 31 25 6 

Field Artillery 99 89 68 49 32 65 62 
Average 85 80 60 54 42 43 27 

Support Infantry 77 72 58 51 55 41 37 
personnel Armor 67 64 49 52 50 25 (b) 

Field 'Artillery 99 94 71 52 39 90 a/90 
- Average 80 76 59 52 48 43 50 

a/Based ion response of only one commander. - 

b/No respondents. - 

l/Chapter 5 of this report provides information on recently an- - 
nounced programs the Army hopes will reduce personnel turnover. 
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Personnel turnover, especially turnover of one-half or more 
of a unit's personnel per year, increases the unit level training 
burden because each newly assigned soldier requires additional 
training. This constant requirement to provide additional train- 
ing to new unit members "to bring them up to speed," reduces the 
time NCOs have to provide training in all tasks a soldier should 
know how to perform to be prepared for combat. We asked the NCOs 
at units visited how many of the soldiers they supervise are ade- 
quately trained for combat duty and what factors affect train- 
ing effectiveness. Fifty-seven percent of the 868 NCOs told us 
that half or fewer of the soldiers they supervise are adequately 
trained for combat duty, and 39 percent of the NCOs cited high 
turnover of personnel as a reason for reduced training proficiency. 

EQUIPMENT, AMMUNITION, AND OTHER RESOURCE 
SHORTAGES ARE HINDERING EFFECTIVE TRAINING 

The commanders at 10 of the 15 companies/batteries where we 
performed detail audit work stated that resource constraints and/ 
or equipment shortages are hindering their individual skill train- 
ing programs. Four of these 10 companies/batteries are located 
in Europe. 

The most frequently mentioned shortages involved practice am- 
munition, access to training areas, and fuel for vehicles. The 
commanders at six of the units visited stated that resource alloca- 
tions in these areas were less than what they feel is necessary 
to conduct effective individual training. The Army Audit Agency 
in a recent report cited the limited amount of antitank ammuni- 
tion available for training. The report states that live firings 
not only increase the proficiency of antitank weapon system gun- 
ners, but also help to instill confidence in the Capability of 
the weapon systems, and acquaint gunners with the backblast, 
noise, and shock associated with live missile firings. The Army 
Audit Agency found that most gunners have never fired a live anti- 
tank missile. The report states: 

--To determine the live missile firing experience of Dragon 
gunners, we administered questionnaires to 131 individuals 
designated as Dragon gunners in 5 divisions. Of the 131 
Dragon gunners, only 51 had fired a live missile. 

--To determine the live missile firing experience of TOW 
crewmembers, we administered questionnaires to 259 crewmem- 
bers in five high priority divisions. Of the 259 crewmem- 
bers, 99 had fired a live missile. 

The commanders at five of the units we visited provided infor- 
mation showing equipment shortages which they feel are precluding 
fully effective individual training. The shortages described and 
the impact on training, according to unit personnel, are shown in 
the following table. 
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Type of unit Shortage stated Impact on training 

Infantry Weapon system 
(Mechanized) simulators 

Engineer Demolition 
simulators 
and bridg- 
ing equipment 

Field Artil- (1) Spare 
lery parts for 

self- 
propelled 
howitzers 

(2) Fire 
direction 
computer 

We were told the battalion should 
have 233 personnel assigned who 
are qualified on the DRAGON anti- 
tank missile system. This quali- 
fication goal is difficult to 
achieve and maintain because 
while the battalion is authorized 
4 DRAGON simulators, only 2 were 
on hand and both were inoperative. 

Officials at this unit told us 
that the lack of realistic demoli- 
tion training aids, such as "real- 
train" mines, has created such 
unrealistic training that the sol- 
diers do not take it seriously. 
The unit is presently using "home- 
made" wooden mines which precludes 
training in fusing tasks. Unit 
officials told us they also lack 
the necessary bridging equipment 
to conduct fully effective 
individual training. 

We were told that 4 of the unit's 
6 howitzers were not available for 
training because of engine and 
road wheel failure. This battery 
was allocated $1,070 for spare 
parts the entire 3rd quarter of 
fiscal year 1980. About $800 of 
this allocation is required just 
to replace the filters on the 6 
guns. 

* * * * * 

We were told also that training 
for the fire direction personnel 
in this unit is affected because 
their fire direction computer 
(FADAc) is not available about 25 
percent of the time due to spare 
parts shortages, generator prob- 
lems, and loan commitments to 
other units. 
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Type of unit Shortage stated 

Air Defense Specialized 
Artillery trucks 
(HAWK) 

Impact on training 

We were told that the training 
capability of this unit is ad- 
versely affected because, while 82 
XLWB trucks are authorized, none 
is on hand. The unit has been 
told that the trucks will not be 
available until 1983. 

Air Defense Spare parts We were told that the radar equip- 
Artillery for Improved ment at this battery has been non- 
(Improved HAWK fire (We 
HAWK) 

operational since March 1980. 
control visited the battery in May 1980.) 
system Since system upgrade, (HAWK to Im- 

proved HAWK), the battalion has 
found it difficult to obtain spare 
radar and fire control computer 
circuit boards. Those spare cir- 
cuit boards received have shown a 
failure rate of 24 percent. Since 
spare parts cannot be obtained, 
battery personnel cannot be fully 
trained on the weapon system. 
During our visit, we observed 
an unannounced Operational Readi- 
ness Evaluation of the Battery. 
The evaluation was terminated 
shortly after it began because of 
a catastrophic equipment failure. 

CONCLUSION 

The absence of enough experienced trainers and the lack of 
sufficient training equipment, combined with constant turnover 
of unit personnel, is seriously affecting the Army's capability 
to meet its training objectives. Desired goals cannot be 
achieved when Army trainers cannot perform and teach tasks sub- 
ordinates need to know. The Army is finding it increasingly 
difficult to reenlist its experienced NCOs; this compounds the 
problem. Furthermore, the impact of personnel turnover on unit 
training effectiveness is significant, and training goals achieve- 
ment is seriously impaired by the need to constantly bring 
individuals "up to speed." 

RECOMMENDATION 

We recommend that the Secretary of the Army: l 
--Determine ways existing resources, including NCOs, can be 

better used to improve training. More specifically, al- 
ternative management techniques should be identified to 
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reduce personnel turbulence, consolidate training to make 
better use of experienced trainers, and more rapidly pre- 
pare young NCOs to be effective trainersa. 

During our meeting with Army officials to obtain views on 
the matters discussed in this report, one idea which surfaced 
with regard to the recommendation was to use the more experienced 
NCOS in the units to train the less experienced NCOs. Actions 
such as this could contribute significantly to increasing the 
knowledge of NCOs. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE ARMY NEEDS TO STRENGTHEN ITS MANAGEMENT 

OVERSIGHT FOR INDIVIDUAL SKILL TRAINING 

The actions discussed in the preceding chapters are essen- 
tial to unit level training enhancement, and several can be ac- 
complished in the shorter term. In the longer term, however, the 
Army should direct attention towards strengthening its management 
oversight of individual skill training. The criticality of train- 
ing to mission success necessitates an active, effective monitor- 
ing and control system which provides managerial information so 
that program and budgetary decisions are made with a full view of 
their impact on program results. It is important that the indi- 
vidual skill training program be monitored and evaluated by Army 
commanders at all levels to enhance their decisionmaking capabil- 
ity and to insure that established criteria are implemented and 
desired training goals are met. 

In July 1979, we reported that the Office of the Secretary 
of Defense did not have an effective system of oversight for indi- 
vidual skill training in the services. l/ During this study, we 
found that the Department of the Army has also not implemented a 
fully effective system of oversight to assure compliance with 
training criteria and permit informed decisionmaking. The amount 
and type of information obtained by Department of the Army Head- 
quarters and subordinate Army commanders does not fully identify 
training problems. As a result, training problems persist and 
the Army's training criteria have not been fully implemented. 

The Army can strengthen its management oversight system for 
individual skill training and further enhance it by: 

--Increasing its monitoring of individual skill training 
programs to insure compliance with training criteria. 

--Improving evaluative information so that it can be used to 
assess the effectiveness of training programs in relation 
to established criteria. 

Enhancing the Army's management oversight system would as- 
sure that individual skill training problems are identified for 
correction and that the best possible individual training program 
is in effect. Further, top level emphasis on monitoring training 

L/"DOD's Oversight of Individual Skill Training in the Military 
Services Should be More Comprehensive" (FPCD-79-13, July 13, 
1979). 
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would go a long way towards creating the environment needed to 
motivate unit commanders to correct many of the deficiencies 
noted in chapter 2 concerning unit level management of training. 

As a part of its management oversight, it is also important 
the Army insure that the current training philosophy is the most 
appropriate method to achieve training goals. The move in the 
mid-1970s from a school oriented approach to a unit oriented ap- 
proach has not been fully evaluated to determine its impact on 
the trainer's capability to train the individual soldier. This 
evaluation is needed to determine whether it would be more effec- 
tive to continue skill training at the unit level or to provide 
the soldier more skill training prior to being assigned to a unit. 

INDIVIDUAL SKILL TRAINING 
SHOULD BE BETTER MONITORED 
BY THE DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 

In October 1978, the Army centralized its training programs 
under the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and 
Plans. This new organization was formed to combine the separate 
functions of individual training, unit training, and training sup- 
port into a single point of contact for all training issues. One 
of the primary functions of the office is to monitor the implemen- 
tation of Army training concepts. More specifically, the office 
is charged with the responsibility of providing guidance regard- 
ing the utilization of training resources and monitoring the 
status of training within Army institutions and units. 

The Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and 
Plans could improve its oversight of training by (1) determining 
the amount and type of management information needed to fulfill 
its oversight responsibilities and (2) implementing a systematic 
program for obtaining the data. Presently, the office uses infor- 
mation from unit readiness reports, ammunition usage reports, and 
unit visit trip reports to monitor individual training effective- 
ness. While the information available from these sources does 
provide some insight into training, these reports do not provide 
enough detail to allow a complete assessment of training effec- 
tiveness. For example: 

--Unit readiness reports contain an assessment or rating of 
unit training. This rating is determined by the commander 
of the unit, and is based primarily on (1) performance dur- 
ing the annual Army Training and Evaluation Program, and 
(2) an estimate of the time required to overcome known 
training shortfalls. We visited units which were rated 
highly in training, where individuals were not being 
trained to perform critical MOS tasks and soldiers ad- 
mitted they could not perform critical MOS tasks. These 
ratings, therefore, can mislead a reader as to the actual 
state of training in units. 
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--Ammunition usage reports provide information on ammunition 
expended for training purposes. The reports, however, do 
not provide information on who is receiving the training. 
This is important because the Army Audit Agency found that 
the gunners expending the limited number of available TOW 
and DRAGON antitank missiles were gunners who have previ- 
ously fired one, and not the gunners who need the experi- 
ence in firing live rounds. 

--Visits to active units by Department of the Army personnel 
provide first hand information on training. However, De- 
partment of the Army training evaluators told us there is 
not enough money available to make the trips necessary to 
fully evaluate training. These evaluators told us they 
only visit three or four installations a year. 

In mid-1979 the Department of the Army Inspector General 
established a Training Management Inspection Division to conduct 
Army-wide inspections of training. The first major inspections 
by this division were accomplished in late 1979 and early 1980. 
The results, which were provided to the Army Chief of Staff in 
mid-1980, highlighted many training problems affecting Army unit 
readiness. 

Prior to the formation of the Training Management Inspection 
Division, the Department of the Army Inspector General conducted 
only limited training management inspections as part of its gen- 
eral inspection program. As a result there was no formal feed- 
back mechanism to provide insight into training problems at the 
Department of the Army level. The Training Management Inspec- 
tion Division, therefore was formed to provide the Army with 
information on training problems. 

However, we were told that the inspections will not involve 
testing individuals, testing units, comparing units, or evaluat- 
ing howthe Army should train. We believe this could inhibit a 
complete evaluation of training problems and that the Army still 
may not have all the oversight information it needs. 

With increased training being provided through on-the-job 
training at the company/battery level, the need for complete and 
detailed oversight data becomes more important. The Office of 
the Deputy Chief of Staff should insure through a review of all 
evaluative reports available and personal observations of train- 
ing that the Army's training criteria is effectively implemented. 
Because the Office has not implemented an oversight system which 
surfaces training deficiencies, major Army commanders have been 
left to interpret training criteria on their own, and training 
programs have been implemented which do not insure that soldiers 
are trained in all critical skill tasks. 
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TRAINING EVALUATIONS SHOULD 
BE IMPROVED TO FULLY IDENTIFY 
SKILL TRAINING DEFICIENCIES 

Under the Army's philosophy of decentralized training, Army 
commanders at all levels are responsible for the training in 
their units. Consequently, all commanders share with the Office 
of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans the respon- 
sibility for assuring that approved training criteria are imple- 
mented and that training is conducted effectively. Additionally, 
since individual skill training accomplishment has been decen- 
tralized to the lowest operational level, Army commanders at all 
levels need oversight information to insure that soldiers are 
being trained in accordance with established criteria. 

Army commanders within the major operational commands receive 
a variety of evaluation reports designed to provide information 
on training effectiveness within their battalions and companies. 
They are provided evaluations which result from Inspector General 
(IG) visits, unit proficiency evaluations, and SQT results. The 
purpose of these evaluations is to provide commanders with informa- 
tion on the effectiveness of unit operations--including training. 
These reports should identify training deficiencies for correc- 
tion. However, the management oversight information we reviewed 
did not provide Army commanders data on the extent of individual 
skill training deficiencies. Further, as was explained in chap- 
ter 2, SQT results, which focus entirely on individual proficiency 
and highlight specific training deficiencies, are generally not 
used as a management tool to improve training effectiveness. 

IG reports 

Division/brigade IGs serve as the "eyes and ears" of the 
commander and, as such, generally concentrate on checking items 
of interest to the command. However, the IG reports at the divi- 
sions we visited reflect, in most cases, only a superficial review 
of individual skill training. With respect to individual skill 
training, the efforts of the inspectors have generally concen- 
trated on such areas as Soldiers Manual accountability procedures 
and conduct of required training subjects, such as the requirement 
to once a year have each soldier qualify on his individual weapon 
(M-16Al) and go through a gas chamber to develop confidence in 

his gas mask. The reports we reviewed did not address the effec- 
tiveness of unit level skill training programs in relation to 
established criteria: i.e., these reports did not address whether 
programs were in effect to insure that individuals are properly 
trained in all critical skill tasks. 

The Inspector General of the Army, in a February 19, 1979, 
letter to major commanders, recognized the need to change the 
thrust of inspections. He pointed out that there was a prob- 
lem with the inspection system and a need to shift emphasis from 
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compliance to identifying causes of problems (by tracing the prob- 
lems throughout the system) and determining solutions. He said 
he was hopeful that this approach--which he termed “systemic”-- 
would not only provide commanders a better evaluation of mission 
performance, but would also have impact on units' preparations 
for inspection and II* * * discourage last minute spasms and con- 
centration on superficials like painting rocks and waxing floors." 

We agree with the IG's efforts to change the emphasis of 
general inspections since such a change could surface the reasons 
for training problems and serve as a basis for corrective action. 
At the 82nd Airborne Division, for example, we noted that due 
to command emphasis and the initiative of the IG, unit commanders 
receive systemic as well as compliance-type findings which aid 
in strengthening individual skill training. The Division has 
instituted a two-phase IG inspection system. The first inspection 
involves a detailed review of the unit and its training programs. 
This review, however, does not "count" for record. Instead, it 
is designed as a diagnostic tool for the unit commander. After 
the problems are discussed with the unit commander, a second IG 
visit is scheduled to inspect the progress of the unit, and the 
results become the IG "for record." This system provides unit 
commanders with information they can use to improve training, 
decreases the perceived need to have everything perfect for the 
IG, and reduces the perceived threat associated with these 
inspections, which often results in commanders trying to hide 
known deficiencies. 

The effectiveness of expanded IG reviews in providing com- 
manders with needed management information becomes apparent when 
one compares a program such as the 82nd Airborne Division's with 
another division's program where the inspections are not so com- 
plete. For example, one armor battalion we visited at Fort 
Stewart, Georgia, had been inspected by the division IG only 4 
months prior to our visit. The IG rated the battalion and its 
subordinate companies' training management program as satisfac- 
tory. The deficiencies noted by the IG centered on Soldiers 
Manual issuance procedures, deficiencies in nuclear, biological, 
and chemical training, and individual weapons qualification 
practices. Our review, however, disclosed several individual 
training problems: soldiers were not being trained in all job 
tasks: job books were not maintained: opportunity training was 
not being provided: and instructors (NCOs) could not perform 
tasks they were responsible for training. In May 1980, this 
battalion undertook an external evaluation. While the IG report 
indicated a satisfactory unit training management program, the 
Army Training and Evaluation Program revealed the battalion could 
not fully perform its mission. Five of six major mission tasks 
tested were failed. 

Inspector General activities can contribute substantially to 
improving individual training effectiveness. However, before 



this contribution can be realized, IG activities should be 
expanded to provide commanders with complete and detailed over- 
sight information. We believe the Army Inspector General should 
move forward to implement systemic evaluations as outlined in 
his February 1979 letter and insure that its inspections provide 
the information needed for guaranteeing training effectiveness 
and highlighting training deficiencies. 

Unit proficiency evaluations 

Unit proficiency evaluations are normally conducted by divi- 
sion or brigade level training management sections and take the 
form of announced or unannounced evaluations to determine unit 
and individual skills proficiency. These evaluations play a 
vital role in providing the d5v5sion/brigade commander with over- 
sight information on training in his units. They also serve as 
a guide to units on training expectations of higher command. 
These evaluations, however, have mainly concentrated on unit 
training without giving much attention to individual skills train- 
ing. 

All of the Divisions we visited had established programs to 
evaluate training on an informal and formal basis. The informal 
program included inspections of training classes, visits to train- 
ing sites by senior level commanders, and at one division, a 
skill fair day where units competed in performing tasks from the 
Soldiers Manual. The Army Training and Evaluation Program is 
the Army's formal evaluation of unit proficiency. 

The Army Training and Evaluation Program is built around a 
list of critical tasks that must be performed collectively by 
unit sections, companies, or battalions under stated conditions. 
These tasks are based on the units' mission and weapon capabili- 
ties. Once a year, each Army unit is evaluated by its higher 
headquarters on its ability to perform Army Training and Evalua- 
tion Program tasks. 

Army training guidance states that training is a building 
block of knowledge. Individuals in a squad, for example, should 
have mastered individual skills before a squad, as a group, can 
train in these skills. We were told, however, that units can, 
and do, bypass the stop of insuring individual proficiency be- 
cause most unit training evaluations do not measure proficiency 
at these levels. For example, one armor company visited had tank 
drivers who were not fully proficient at driving a tank. The 
company commander told us that to avoid a problem, he could 
hold the platoon with poor drivers as reserves, or have them 
drive in areas which would not require close maneuvers during the 
unit's evaluation. Training deficiencies, therefore, could go un- 
detected during unit proficiency evaluations. The point is that 
Army commanders view their annual Army Training and Evaluation 
Program as a proficiency test, even though Army guidance states 
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it is an evaluative tool rather than a pass or fail test. As a 
result of this perception, and because Army Training and Evalua- 
tion Programs do not presently measure individual proficiency in 
many tasks, training deficiencies from an individual skill stand- 
point,can, and do, go undetected by the evaluators. 

THE ARMY SHOULD MORE EFFECTIVELY EVALUATE 
ITS INDIVIDUAL SKILL TRAINING PROGRAMS 

Well-trained individuals are the backbone of an effective 
Army. Therefore, the training philosophy and methodology for 
meeting individual training goals should be the best available. 
To insure that current training programs are the best possible 
and that individual training goals are being accomplished, effec- 
tive evaluations should be made of existing programs and strate- 
gies. Additionally, such evaluations are necessary to insure 
that the Army spends its more than $3 billion for skill training 
wisely. 

In the mid-1970's the U.S. Army made a significant change in 
its individual skill training philosophy. It went from a predom- 
inately school-oriented approach to an approach where a large 
part of an individual's skill training takes place in the unit 
environment. The Army, however, has not fully evaluated this 
change in philosophy to insure itself that its current individual 
skill training programs are meeting its needs. 

The Army's present decentralized individual skill training 
philosophy encompassess two distinct elements. The first element 
involves the individual skill training soldiers must receive. 
This training requirement manifests itself in the Soldiers Manual 
for each of the Army's MOS's, and the methodology for accomplish- 
ing the training: i.e., some tasks are taught in Army schools and 
others are trained by unit personnel. The second element of the 
Army's philosophy involves training for the trainers. The Battal- 
ion Training Management System has been implemented by the Army 
to inform supervisors of their training responsibilities and to 
provide basic assistance in conducting training. The Army should 
insure that its training for soldiers and trainers is the best 
possible if training goals are to be met. Consequently, the Army 
needs to systematically and completely evaluate its training 
philosophy and methodologies. 

More evaluation is needed 
of training methodologies 

The Army's present decentralized individual skill training 
philosophy was developed by TRADOC. It was implemented in 1977 
when the first Soldiers Manuals were issued. The training phi- 
losophy, as well as all training guidance, was developed through 
use of a five-phase process known as Instructional Systems Devel- 
opment. 
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Phase I of the process includes five steps: analyzing 
the job (MOS); selecting tasks for training: constructing job 
performance measures: analyzing existing courses: and selecting 
the training setting, i.e., school or unit. 

Phase II of the process, the design phase, includes detail- 
ing training objectives and tests, describing student entry char- 
acteristics, and determining the sequence and structure of the 
training. 

The development of the training, Phase III of the process, 
includes specifying the learning activities, reviewing and select- 
ing available existing materials, and developing and validating 
new instruction. 

Phase IV, the implementation of instruction, includes using 
the complete management plan and conducting the actual course in 
its designated setting. 

The final phase of the process is quality control. Internal 
and external evaluations of training effectiveness are called for 
by the Instructional Systems Development model. 

--Internal evaluations consist of collecting progress data, 
process data, performance data, and pertinent data from 
students, instructors, and administrators to insure that 
the actual learning outcome equals the intended learning 
objectives. 

--External evaluations require following graduates of the 
training program to their job assignments to determine 
whether they can do the job for which they were trained. 

Although the Army's present individual skill training metho- 
dology has been in operation for more than 3 years, efforts to 
evaluate its effectiveness (phase V of the Process) have been 
fragmented. For example, we visited three of the Army's School 
Commands --the Infantry School, the Quartermaster School, and the 
Transportation School --and found that none had completed internal 
and external evaluations of the effectiveness of their designed 
training programs. Because of the emphasis within TRADOC on 
developing training products (Soldiers Manuals, Commanders Man- 
uals, and SQTs), resources which should have been devoted to eval- 
uating program effectiveness were devoted to reviewing training 
products. The Directors of Evaluation at the schools we visited 
said that because they did not have the number of people required, 
and because of the emphasis on training products, their evaluation 
activity was limited to resolving serious problems brought to 
their attention. 

Without comprehensive evaluations of the training methodology 
for each of its skills, the Army does not know whether it is 
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meeting the needs of soldiers in these skills, or the needs of 
the units where the skills are an integral part of the unit team. 
They also do not know whether their current programs are the best 
way to spend more than $3 billion a year. The officers and NCOs 
at all the units we visited told us that many soldiers arriving 
directly from an Army school cannot perform as effective unit 
members-- even in those basic tasks which the schools are respon- 
sible for teaching. This indicates a real need for the Army to 
evaluate its methodology for training soldiers and the effective- 
ness of its training programs. 

TRADOC recognizes the importance of performing a systematic 
and comprehensive evaluation of the Army's skill training philos- 
ophy and training programs. In recognition of this need, TRADOC 
has developed a Training Effectiveness Handbook. This handbook, 
which is now in draft form, is designed to aid the Directors of 
Evaluation at Army schools in evaluating the effectiveness of 
current training philosophies and methodologies. We encourage 
the Army to increase its efforts to develop and implement a 
comprehensive evaluation system for its training programs. 

The effectiveness of the 
Battalion Training Management 
System should be evaluated 

In February 1979, the Army began implementing the Battalion 
Training Management System, a series of unit level workshops de- 
signed to reemphasize the importance of individual skill training 
and provide basic assistance to officers and NCOs in conducting 
training. The initial implementation phase of this program is ex- 
pected to be completed during 1981, and efforts are being planned 
to expand on the initial program and include the program princi- 
ples in school curriculums. The success of the program is crit- 
ical to the Army's training goals. Officers and NCOs at all 
levels must understand their responsibilities in the Army's train- 
ing program and how the Army expects them to accomplish perform- 
ance oriented training. However, despite its importance, the 
Army has not evaluated its effectiveness as presently structured 
and implemented. 

The importance of the Battalion Training Management System 
concept mandates that it be evaluated in principle and implemen- 
tation to see if it is the best way to inform trainers of their 
responsibilities and teach basic teaching techniques. Evaluation 
is warranted because proper management dictates it and also be- 
cause our work revealed that in its present implementation format 
this concept may not be achieving its intended goals. Our review 
indicated that the principles taught by the workshop are not 
being implemented in many units. For example, while the workshop 
stresses decentralized training at the lowest supervisory level, 
squad leaders cannot perform some tasks they are responsible for 
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teaching. This results in a breakdown of the Battalion Training 
Management System philosophy. In addition, because commanders 
know that some of their NCOs are not good trainers, they do not 
hold these NCOs responsible for many of the training management 
principles taught by the workshops. The end result in both in- 
stances is the same-- training principles are formally taught, but 
soldiers are not trained according to the principles. 

CONCLUSION 

Because the Army does not have an effective Army-wide man- 
agement system to oversee the skill training program, it is 
difficult to identify where improvements are needed. An effec- 
tive monitoring and evaluation system is needed to provide Army 
commanders at all levels the program evaluation data and other 
management information needed for informed decisionmaking. 

The Army,also has not fully evaluated its training method- 
ology to insure that training goals are being met. Similarly, 
the Army's Battalion Training Management System which was imple- 
mented to inform supervisors of the importance of individual 
skill training, their role in the training effort, and to provide 
basic assistance in conducting training has not been fully evalu- 
ated. The importance of the Battalion Training Management System 
concepts mandates that they be evaluated in principle and imple- 
mentation to see if program objectives are being achieved. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Secretary of the Army: r 
L.-- 

--Take action to see that the Office of the Deputy Chief of 
Staff for Operations and Plans establishes a more effec- 
tive Army-wide system to monitor the accomplishment of 
skill training provided to enlisted personnel. As a part 
of this oversight system, the Department of the Army 
should 

--encourage division level IGs to perform systemic 
evaluation of skill training effectiveness at the 
company/battery level: and 

--require personnel at the Department of the Army IG’s 
office to independently monitor skill training effec- 
tiveness, both from a resource constraint standpoint 
and from a management effectiveness standpoint. 

--Require TRADOC to evaluate fully the current individual 
skill training doctrine. In order to implement the most 
effective doctrine, TRADOC must fully evaluate the quality 
of school training, the proficiency of school graduates 
in terms of operational unit needs, and the effectiveness 
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of individual training in operational units. The results 
of this evaluation should be used to determine whether 
the present decentralized training concept is the best 
method for the Army to use: or, whether additional train- 
ing in the formal school setting should be initiated. 

--Require TRADOC to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
Battalion Training Management System. Such an evaluation 
is essential in light of the importance of the system 
goals .3 

The Secretary of the Army also!!should insure that the Army 
implements an effective individual skill training program. We 
believe this can best be accomplished by requiring an independent 
organization to perform periodic assessments of training effec- 
tiveness within the Army. We encourage the Secretary of the Army 
to consider using the Army Audit Agency for such assessments. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE ARMY TO IMPROVE 

INDIVIDUAL SKILL TRAINING 

Throughout the course of our study, Army officials demon- 
strated a genuine interest in having a quality training program. 
This interest was exemplified by the outstanding cooperation we 
received from the Army while selecting occupational specialties 
for review, selecting units to visit, and arranging access to 
soldiers and training records. In developing our questionnaire 
instruments which were used to identify training strengths and 
weaknesses, the insights provided by training managers from vari- 
ous Army commands greatly increased the usefulness of the pro- 
ducts. The Army's assistance in developing our questionnaires 
and reviewing our analysis methodology is an indicator of their 
desire to obtain independent information on the effectiveness of 
present training programs and improvements which could further 
enhance training. 

Recent actions proposed by the Army to improve training pro- 
vide further evidence that Army commanders are interested in hav- 
ing a quality training program and are willing to take steps to 
improve existing programs. In recent months, to improve soldier 
morale and training, plans have been announced to change existing 
personnel rotation and assignment policies, increase training in 
basic soldier tasksl and change officer promotion policies and 
assignment practices. These changes are a step in the right di- 
rection. Further, if these planned efforts are Coupled with (1) 
actions aimed at correcting the training management deficiencies 
we noted during our study and (2) a program to improve the profi- 
ciency of its primary trainers, the quality of skill training 
should be greatly improved. 

A discussion of recent actions taken by the Army to enhance 
training and our thoughts on these actions follow. 

ASSIGNMENT POLICY CHANGES WILL 
MAKE MORE TRAINERS AVAILABLE 
FOR STATESIDE UNITS 

One of the primary factors impeding effective skill training 
is the shortage of experienced and qualified trainers as discussed 
on page 23 of this report. In recent years the Army has found it 
increasingly difficult to retain experienced NCOs who form the 
backbone of its training philosophy. The fact that the Army has 
not been able to reenlist as many experienced NCOs as needed, 
coupled with past policies which overstaffed units in Europe and 
Korea for Defense reasons, has resulted in severe shortages of 
NCOs for units stationed in the United States. Past assignment 
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policies favored units overseas with more NCOs than authorized, 
at the penalty of understaffing units at home. 

In September 1980, the Army Chief of Staff announced that in 
the future, units overseas would not be overstaffed with NCOs. 
A plan has been implemented which will reduce NC0 levels in Europe 
and Korea by about 7,000 soldiers. These personnel, primarily 
sergeants, will be assigned to units in the United States rather 
than being sent overseas. Consequently, in the future there will 
be more trainers available for our stateside units. 

The purpose of this action, according to the Army Chief of 
Staff, is to provide more trainers to units in the United States 
to beef up Army readiness and ability. By assigning more ser- 
geants to units in the United States, the fighting ability of 
units will be enhanced over the long run according to the Army 
Chief of Staff. We believe that the Army's plan to provide 
United States units with more trainers is a positive step towards 
improving training effectiveness. Nevertheless, simply increas- 
ing the number of trainers in units may not achieve the goals-in- 
tended by the plan: i.e., increasing the fighting ability of the 
units. Our work revealed that many sergeants in stateside units 
and overseas units have not been trained to perform all the tasks 
they are responsible for teaching. Additionally, many sergeants 
have not been trained in how to effectively organize their train- 
ing programs or in how to conduct performance oriented training. 
Therefore, we believe the action the Army has taken is a positive 
step towards improving training in units based in the United 
States. However, it is equally important that these NCOs be qual- 
ified in all job tasks and proficient in conducting training. 

ROTATION POLICY CHANGES ARE PLANNED 
TO ENHANCE UNIT EFFECTIVENESS 

Another major initiative announced by the Army Chief of 
Staff is aimed at ending the rapid turnover of enlisted men and 
officers in small fighting units, such as platoons and companies. 
To do this the Army is planning to test a new personnel rotation 
concept at stateside posts during 1981. 

Presently, the Army replaces individual soldiers in its 
units when the need arises. Such practices result in high person- 
nel turnover rates which detract from unit cohesiveness. As men- 
tioned earlier, some of the units we visited had annual turnover 
rates in excess of 50 percent which means that at any given time 
as many as one-half of the units' personnel could be newly as- 
signed. This situation has a tremendous impact on training effec- 
tiveness in the units because supervisors find it hard to keep up 
with the training needs of individual soldiers, the soldiers do 
not get to know or trust their supervisors, and the desired atmos- 
phere of a fighting "team" is degraded. 
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Beginning in 1981, the Army plans to test the practice of 
rotating units rather than individuals. Initially, the test will 
involve only about 20 Army companies. These companies will be 
formed from newly enlisted soldiers who will train together and 
stay together for their entire 3-year enlistment. It is hoped 
that such a practice will encourage unit identity, improve sol- 
dier morale, improve training effectiveness, and ultimately re- 
sult in more soldiers remaining in the Army. Many of the nearly 
5,000 soldiers who completed one of our training questionnaires 
commented that present Army rotation policies impede unit train- 
ing. 

There is little doubt that rotation policies which replace 
individual soldiers in units, especially large numbers of indi- 
vidual soldiers, do have an impact as discussed in chapter 3, on 
training effectiveness. We believe that rotation policies de- 
signed to keep units together could improve training effective- 
ness, and that the Army's test of unit rotation concepts is 
another step in the right direction towards improving its indi- 
vidual skill training program. 

AN EXTENDED BASIC TRAINING PROGRAM 
IS PLANNED TO IMPROVE SOLDIER 
PERFORMANCE IN COMBAT TASKS 

One of the most common complaints voiced by officers and 
NCOs we talked with was that soldiers assigned to their units 
directly after their initial school training could not adequately 
perform basic soldier tasks. Basic soldier tasks are taught to 
all new enlistees during their initial 7 weeks of training and 
include such tasks as rifle marksmanship, first aid, and chemical/ 
biological/radiological procedures. 

Recently, the Commander of TRADOC, which conducts the Army's 
basic training program, announced that the basic training phase 
of a soldier's formal school training would be increased by 1 
week. The additional week will be used to provide soldiers 
more training in basic soldier tasks. Initially, beginning in 
January 1981, the increased instruction will be offered only at 
those installations which conduct separate basic training pro- 
grams. Soldiers sent*to installations which conduct one station 
unit training programs --where soldiers remain in the same unit 
for basic training and MOS related training--will not receive 
the increased amount of basic soldier training. The reason for 
increasing the basic training for only some of its enlistees, 
according to the Army, is a lack of training funds to lengthen 
the training at all posts where it is offered. 

We view this increase in basic training as a very positive 
step towards improving unit effectiveness by the Army. Many offi- 
cers and NCOs at the units we visited said they could provide 
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more technical training if soldiers arrived at their unit better 
trained in basic soldier tasks. 

OTHER INITIATIVES PLANNED BY THE ARMY 
TO IMPROVE TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS 

Recent news releases from the Army highlight planned train- 
ing improvements in addition to those we have described above. 
These initiatives for the most part involve changes to policies 
regarding how officers are promoted and assigned. For example, 
the Army has announced it is considering 

--authorizing waivers of eligibility time before promotion 
to the rank of captain to fill shortages in authorization 
levels, 

--establishing a standard 18-month company command tour to 
give officers more time in command, and 

--extending battalion and brigade commander tours from 18- 
months to 2- or s-years assignments. 

CONCLUSION 

The Army has announced plans to initiate a series of pro- 
grams aimed at improving a number of the factors which presently 
inhibit effective training. These initiatives as well as the in- 
terest shown in our study demonstrate the Army's willingness to 
recognize needed improvements and its desire to have a quality 
training program. While it would be premature to judge the im- 
pact of these planned initiatives on training effectiveness, or 
their impact on the Army's fighting ability, we do believe the 
plans represent progress towards correcting some of the training 
problems we observed. If these plans are combined with action to 
strengthen individual training programs at the unit level, as 
recommended, we believe Army training could be greatly improved. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE ASSlflANT SECRFTARY 

WASHINGTON, 0.c. 20310 

Mr. H. L. Krieger 
Director 
Federal Personnel and Compensation Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Krieger: 

This is in reply to your letter to the Secretary of Defense, dated 
19 December 1980, concerning your draft report, "The Army Needs to Better 
Train Its Soldiers", OSD Case 115582, FPC&81-29. This GAO draft report 
generally parallels findings made by Army agencies. 

The Auditor General (AAA) and the Army Inspector General (DAIG) deter- 
mined in separate reports in 1980 that shortages of NCO's and personnel tur- 
bulence are primary factors affecting training. As the GAO report indicates, 
the Army has initiated programs to combat many of the weaknesses detected 
in this audit. 

Army leadership has continually emphasized the importance of training. 
The Chief of Staff's 1979 White Paper laid the foundation for an Army stra- 
tegy for the 1980's. The White Paper charged all commanders with the respon- 
sibility to maintain training as their number one priority. This priority 
has more recently received reinforcement at the 1980 Army Commanders' Con- 
ference. 

More specifically, we have initiated programs that directly address 
weaknesses detected in individual training conducted in units. Individual 
training received by the soldier prior to his initial unit assignment will 
be lengthened and toughened. This will provide unit commanders with a more 
skilled and better conditioned soldier. As the GAO recommends, we will 
continue studies to evaluate the balance of individual training necessary 
in units and in the training base. 

Sufficiently qualified NCO's are critical to the success of the indiv- 
idual training effort in units. Critical shortages of NCO's, particularly 
in our combat occupational skills, have been attacked in several ways. The 
Chief of Staff recently directed a cross-leveling of NCO's between Europe and 
CONUS that should provide some improvement in strength for the CONTJS based 
units. Secondly, the overall numbers of NCO's should improve through recently 
approved promotion policies for the junior level NC0 grades. NC0 professionalism 
will be improved through the expanding NC0 education program. The recently 
fielded NC0 Development Program should provide the basis for better NC0 pro- 
fessional development in units. 
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Regarding GAO's recommendation that the Army needs to optimize the 
use of training time and equipment, there are two major programs ongoing 
to coLtect this shortcoming. The Army-wide standardization program and 
the Battalion Training Management System (BTMS) will contribute to i* 
proved individual training in units although full implementation of these 
programs is not complete. The positive implications of these programs 
should be realized this fiscal year. For example, standardization of 
training will eliminate some of the negative effects of present rotation 
requirements out of CONUS. The soldier will be required to accomplish 
tasks using the same procedures Army-wide, thus eliminating the debili- 
tating requirement to re-learn an individual skill due to a unit's unique 
methodology. 

The GAO recommended that the Army improve its monitoring of skill 
training through a wre effective oversight system. This recommendation 
was recognized in other reports to the Chief of Staff as early as November 
1979. The Chief of Staff then directed the DAIG to establish a Training 
Management Inspections Division. By Spring of 1980, findings from this 
division, similar to those in the GAO report, triggered renewed emphasis 
or initiation of programs previously discussed. The role of the DUG 
requires no change. The Chief of Staff, Army has already outlined specific 
training areas of interest to the DAIG for review during this fiscal year. 
We will also continue to use the Army Audit Agency. These agencies have 
and will continue to provide meaningful feedback on training to commanders 
and the Army staff. 

Many of these specific comments and others were provided representatives 
of the GAO at a 9 January meeting hosted by the Director of Training, ODCSOPS. 
The written and verbal comments should contribute to the completeness of an 
already generally accurate and useful audit. 

In closing, it should be emphasized that critical to the implementation 
and fulfillment of many of the GAO recommendations is the necessary resourcing 
for our training programs, and to attract and maintain the personnel the Army 
needs. The basis of our training weaknesses continues to be shortages of 
qualified trainers, the NCO. We remain committed to maintain the Army at a 
high level of training proficiency. 

Sincerely, 

Note: The Rrmy’s cormwts~~renotreceivedintimetobeevaluatedas 
pruvided by Public Law 96-226. 
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EXPLANATION OF GAO QUESTIONNAIRE 

ADMINISTRATION AND VALIDATION PROCEDURES 

Our assignment involved a two-phase questionnaire adminis- 
tration approach. First, GAO personnel administered question- 
naires to enlisted soldiers at 43 units. The criteria used to 
select these units is explained in the report scope section. 
Secondly, we mailed questionnaires to a randomly selected sample 
of soldiers assigned to units throughout the world. We randomly 
selected the units involved in our mail-out effort from all units 
which report readiness. The purpose of both these efforts was 
to develop a data base of information concerning how soldiers 
are trained to perform tasks identified by the Army as critical 
for proper performance and survival in combat. 

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED BY GAO 
AT 43 UNITS ACTUALLY VISITED 

The procedures used by GAO to administer and validate ques- 
tionnaires at the 43 units visited were standardized; i.e., the 
same procedures were used at each unit. 

Company/battery commanders were asked to assemble as many 
enlisted personnel as possible in one location. Seated by grade 
and MOS, soldiers in grades El-E4 received one questionnaire 
bee PP. 53 to 571, and soldiers in grades ES-E9 received another 
questionnaire (see pp. 58 to 64). Soldiers, regardless of their 
grade, in preselected MOSS (see report appendix III) were also 
provided a separate questionnaire instrument which solicited 
information on which tasks they could perform (see pp. 65 and 
66). 

At the 43 units, questionnaires were completed by 2,184 sol- 
diers in grades El-E4, and 868 soldiers in grades E5-E9. The re- 
sponses by specific grade and MOS are shown in the following 
tables. 
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Grade 

El 
E2 
E3 
E4 
Unknown 

(note a) 

Total 2,184 100.0 

E5 
E6 
E7 
E8 
Eg 
Unknown 

(note b) 

Responses by Grade 

Number of responses 

157 
579 
531 
880 

Percent of group 

7.2 
26.5 
24.3 
40.3 

37 1.7 

484 55.8 
249 28.7 

79 9.1 
18 2.1 

0 0 

38 4.3 

Total 868 100.0 

a/These soldiers completed a questionnaire designed for the El-E4 - 
population but did not answer the question which requested their 
current grade. 

b/These soldiers completed a questionnaire designed for the E5-E9 - 
population but did not answer the question which requested their 
current grade. 
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MOS 
(note a) 

11B 
11C 
11H 
12B 
13B 
13E 
16D 
16E 
19E 
19F 
63B 
63C 
91B 
91c 
91D 
92B 
Other 

MOSS 

Total 

Responses by MOSS Selected for Review 

El-E4 responses 
Number Percent of group 

369 16.9 117 13.5 
61 2.8 28 3.2 
33 1.5 20 2.3 

180 8.2 54 6.2 
274 12.5 84 9.7 

22 1.0 8 0.9 
41 1.9 27 3.1 
28 1.3 18 2.1 

112 5.1 43 5.0 
66 3.0 13 1.5 
52 2.4 21 2.4 
27 1.2 18 2.1 

148 6.8 40 4.6 
17 0.8 23 2.6 
11 0.5 5 0.6 

6 0.3 2 0.2 

737 33.8 

100.0 

E5-E9 responses 
Number Percent of group 

347 40.0 

868 100.0 C 

a/See appendix III for a description of MOSS selected for review. - 

The GAO auditor in charge of the questionnaire administra- 
tion delivered introductory remarks which explained the purpose 
of the questionnaire and assured individual confidentiality. He 
also was present during the time questionnaires were completed to 
answer any specific questions the soldiers had. 

While the questionnaires were being completed, the GAO per- 
sonnel selected separate random samples of the El-E4 and the 
E5-E9 populations present. Using a roster of personnel present 
which was furnished by company officials, we selected a lo-percent 
random sample of each group. To validate questionnaire results, 
we interviewed selected soldiers from this group. The interview 
technique was designed to determine whether the soldiers fully 
understood the questions asked and to determine the validity of 
responses provided on the questionnaire. In total, we inter- 
viewed 208 El-E4s and 118 E5-E9s. 

During the interview process, which lasted about 30 minutes 
per individual, the GAO interviewer completed a separate question- 
naire based on the soldier's oral response. For the E5-E9 personnel 
interviewed, the GAO auditor complete the same type questionnaire 
originally completed by the soldier. For the El-E4 personnel 
interviewed, a different validation document was used which not 
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only validated the original responses, but also solicited additional 
information (see pp. 67 to 72). GAO developed a computer program 
cu compare the original questionnaire responses with the interview 
responses. The results showed a high degree of correlation between 
the original questionnaire responses and the interview responses 
which means that the soldiers understood the questions and answered 
them honestly. 

PROCEDURES FOLLOWED RY GAO TO 
ADMINISTER THE MAIL-OUT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Since the 43 units actually visited by GAO were not randomly 
selected, our observations and conclusions concerning training 
effectiveness at these units cannot be projected to training in 
all Army units. However, we recognized the advantages and bene- 
fits of being able to address training throughout the Army. Con- 
sequently, we developed and implemented a questionnaire methodol- 
ogy which involved sending the same type questionnaires used at 
the 43 units to randomly selected El-E4s and E5-E9s in a sample 
of units throughout the Army. 

The procedures and data bases used by GAO to select its 
sample of Army units and personnel within these units to receive 
questionnaires is explained below. 

--A complete copy of the Enlisted Master File was 
provided by the U.S. Army Military Personnel Center. 

--An extract file from the Unit Readiness and Reporting 
System data base was prepared and provided by the U.S. 
Army Command and Control Support Agency. 

--The unit file was ordered by unit identification number. 

--Records were selected from the unit file which met the 
following criteria: 

--Unit was active. 

--Unit reported readiness or parent unit reported read- 
iness to Department of the Army. 

--Unit wa$ not created solely for logistical purposes, 
nonpermanent party personnel, or table of Distribution 
and Allowances augmentation. 

--A random interval sample was drawn from the edited unit 
file. GAO calculated the appropriate sample size of 333 
units. 

--The sample unit file was matched to the Enlisted Master 
File to select all individuals assigned to the units in 
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the sample. The selected records were split into two Output 
files: grades E4 and below and grades E5 and above. The 
files were ordered by Unit Identification Code. 

--The sample unit file and the E4 and below file were com- 
bined to create one record containing the personnel infor- 
mation and the unit information for each individual se- 
lected: this step was also performed on the E5 and above 
file. 

--A random sample of five individuals from each unit was 
drawn from both the E4 and below file and the E5 and above 
file. 

--Mailing labels were printed and questionnaires were sent 
to the sample of individuals selected. Two mailouts were 
used during this effort: an original mailout took place 
June 19S0, and a followup effort took place August 1980. 

Our sample sizes for the El-E4 group and the E5-E9 group 
were 1,641 and 1,642 respectively. Our response rates from these 
two groups were 59.7 percent and 61.7 percent respectively. More 
importantly, however, we received responses from soldiers El-E4 
in 321 units and from soldiers E5-E9 in 325 of the units sampled. 
Since our sampling methodology was based on units, we actually re- 
ceived responses from 98 percent of the elements sampled. Such a 
response rate enabled us to project the questionnaire results to 
all Army units which report readiness. 

While selecting our samples and projecting our mail-out ques- 
tionnaire responses to the universe of all Army units which report 
readiness, we used acceptable statistical sampling procedures. 
We believe that the projected results are representative of the 
state of individual training in the Army. This conclusion, how- 
ever, is dependent upon the validity of the Army data supplied by 
U.S. Army Military Personnel System and U.S. Army Command and 
Control Support Agency. The Army assured us the data supplied 
was the most recent and accurate available. Notwithstanding, we 
did not perform a reliability assessment review of their computer 
systems. 

Our world-wide sample was designed so that the maximum sam- 
pling error at the 95,percent confidence level (occurring at a 
finding of 50 percent) would be 7 percent. 
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U .S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

SURVEY OF E-l THRU E-4 PERSONML 
CONCERNING HOS TRAINING 

Thie que8tionnoire YBB developed by the U.S. 
General Accounting Office, an agency vhich does 
l tudiee end report, the results to the U.S. Congreea 
Thie queetionneire wee written to get information 
from you about your military training. 

Your help is very important. Please reed 
all of the quest&me carefully end give us honest 
O”8”er.. 

You will l ee thet we have not asked for your 
name on the quertionnaire. Your mwers will not 
be made known to anyone in the Army. Our report0 
Congreee will only rey how eoldiere snewred 
in totel. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Thank you for your help. 

Locet ion: 

Unit: 

Grede: E- 

Primary MOS: 

Duty Mos: 

(10) 

(11-13) 

(14-16) 

(Write in your duty HOS even 
#*me 0, your primery MOS) 

Were you going to echool when 
join the Army? (Check one. ) 

1. /1 Yee, I wee going to 

2. L_l Yes, I wee going to 

3. /7 Yes, I wee going to - 

4. L7 No, I VPI not going 

if it ie the 

you decided to 
(17) 

high school 

college 

some other school 

to school 

Were you working when you decided to join the 
Army? (Check one.) (18) 

1. /7 Yea, I wee working full time 

2. L7 Yea. I was working pert time 

3. /7 No. I wee not working 

How old were you when you entered the Army? 
(19-20) 

yearm old 

I / /-I ll;;4/ I I / 

/1 / Card Y 
m 

9. When you first entered the Army did you have e 
high school diploma, a GED certificate or 
neither one? (Check one.) (21) 

1. /T High school diplome - 

2. /1 GED certificate 
I 

(GO TO QUESTION 
12) 

3. 17 Neither one (GO TO QUESTION 10) - 

10. If you did not graduate from high school or 
get a GED certificate before you entered the Army. 
what is the higheet grade you completed in 
school? (Check one.) (22) 

1. /7 8th grade or less - 

2. m 9th grade 

3. m 10th grade 

4. 17 11th grade - 

11. Since you entered the Army did you earn e high 
school diploma, a GED certificate or neither 
one. (Check one.) (23) 

1. /7 High school diploma - 

2. /7 GED certificate - 

3. /? Neither one - 

12. When you enlisted in the Army did you need P 
vaiver because of an arrest and/or conviction 
record? (Check one.) (24) 

1. 17 Yes - 
2. 17 No - 
3. 17 Don’t know - 

13. When you enlisted in the Army did you need P 
waiver because of marijuana or other drug usage? 
(Check one.) (25) 

I. l-i Yea - 

2. /7 No - 

3. 17 Don’t know - 

14. When you enlieted in the Army did you need l 

waiver because of a health or medical problem? 
(Check one.) (26) 

1. I7 Yes - 
2. 17 No - 
3. 1-j Don’t know - 
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15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

When you enlisted, what grade were you given? 
(Check one. 1 (27) 

1. fl E-l (GO TO QUESTION 17) 

2. L7 E-2 

I 

(GO TO QUESTION 16) 
3. fl E-3 

If you were enlilted ae .a” E-2 or E-3, what 
were the realone you were given this grade? 
(Check all that apply.) (28-33) 

1. L-7 I had training after high school 

2. L7 I had work experience after high 
school 

3. L7 I helped in recruiting other enlist-es 

4. 17 I had ROTC training - 

5. /7 I ~a# in the military before 

6. /-7 Other (please specify) 

Hov well did you do in basic training? 
(Check one.) (34) 

1. L7 Honor graduate 

2. /7 Averbge 

3. L7 Below average 

4. 1_7 Don’t remember 

How well did you do in AIT or OSUT? (Check 
one.) (35) 

I. 17 Honor graduate - 

2. fl Average 

3. 17 Below average - 

4. L_! Don’t remember 

Since entering the servic;, hov many times have 
you been promoted? (Check one.) (36) 

1. /7 Haven’t been promoted yet (CO TO 
QUESTION 21) 

2. 17 One time - 
3. fl Two times .(GO TO QUESTION 20) 

4. 1_l Th ree times 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

What were the reasons for your promotion(a)? 
(Check all that apply.) (37-40) 

1. 17 Completed training - 

2. /7 Completed OJT period - 

3. /T Completed time-in-grade - 

4. 17 Meritorious performance or conduct - 

Since you have been in the Army, have you 
received any article 15 punishment? (Check 
one.) (41-43) 

1. /7 Yes How many? 

2. L7 No 
Since you have been in the Army, have you been 
convicted by any courtr - martial? (Check 
one. 1 (44-46) 

1. I7 Yes Hew many? - 
2. L_7 No 
What enlistment are you now serving? (Check 
one.) (471 

1. I7 1st - 
2. 17 2nd - 

3. I7 3rd - 

Hov long have you been in the Army? (48-51) 

(Years) (Months) 

How long have you been in thia unit? (52-55) 

(Years) (Months) 

Were you issued a soldier’s manual for your 
primary MOS? (Check one.) (56) 

1. /-i Yes (GO TO QUESTION 27) - 

2. l-7 No - 

i 

(GO TO QUESTION 28) 
3. /7 Don’t remember - 

Do you now have a soldier’s manual for your 
primary MOS? (Check one.) (57) 

1. /7 Yes - 
2. l-7 No - 
3. I7 D on’ t remember - 
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28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

How well did your AIT or OSUT training prepare 
YW to do your MODS taalu at your first unit? 
(Check one. 1 (58) 

1. / Very well 

2. /7 Somevhst well - 

3. i7 Not well/not poorly 

4. /7 some&at poorly 

5. /1 very poorly 

During the last month have you performed duty 
in your primary MOOS? (Check one.) (59) 

1. /1 Ye* 

2. 17 No - 
Could you pase an SQT in your primary MOS now? 
(Check one.) (60) 

1. /7 Definitely yea - 

2. fl Probably yes 

3. /7 Unalre - 
4. /1 Probably not 

5. D Definitely not 

In thie unit, how often do you do taaka which 
are not pert of your MOS, much as raking leaves, 
policing treeh, or doing other special detail8 
on the beee? (Check one.) (61) 

1. // All or elmoet all of the time 

2. /7 Moat of the time 

3. /1 About half the tiw 

4. fl Sow of the time 

5. 17 None or hardly any of the time 

Your MCS hea a number of talks in it which are 
lieted in pour eoldier’e menual. They can be 
divided into 3 Linda of tanka. 

(1) COMMON SOLDIER TASKS - such aa, loading and 
unloading an Ml6Al rifle, camouflaging and 
concealing equipment, map reading, etc. 

(2) DUTY POSITION HOS TASKS - those tasks which 
ou need to know for your duty position 

‘F- r.e., those which you perform on a regular 
basil in your job) 

(3) OTHER MOS TASKS - those tat&e in your MOS 
which apply to other duty positions (i.e., 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

At thie tin, how well can you perform the 
ca soldier teeke lieted in your eoldier’e 
unuelt (Check one.) (62) 

1. / Very well 

2. /7 Smuhat well 

3. 17 Not well/not poorly 

4. / Sowvh~t poorly 

5. 17 Very poorly - 

At thin tiw, ha wll cw ,ou perform ,our 
duty #uitioa KIWI tub lirted in 
,wr roldirr’r ynual? mock ml*.) (63) 

1. /7 v*ry vrll 

2. fl Soruhat well 

3. L/ Not well/not poorly 

4. m S&at poorly 

5. / Very poorly 

At thim time, hov well can you perform the 
other Iy)S tarkr lirtcd in your raldier’r 
manual? (Check one. ) ( 64) 

1. !-/ very well 

2. fl Sowuh~t well 

3. D Not well/not poorly 

4. L7 Sowuhat poorly 

5. D Very poorly 

Did you raceiw l tmt oatiec at leeat 45 dnyn 
before ,mr la& BQTt (Check am.) ( 65) 

1. m Yer 

2. /1 No 
I 

(00 TO QUESTION 36) 

3. m I have never tnken an SQT (GO TO 
QUESTICW 40) 

. . . 
those which you do not perform on a 
rtgular baris in your job) - also called 
crorrtrainin& in other duty porition of your 
MOS. 
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36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

Vhat efore did you get on your leet SQT? 
(Chock one.) (66) 

I heve not taken .n 
SQT 

I 

(CO TO 
QWSTION 

I have not received 40) 

my test ,CO?x yet 

I ecsrcd between 
0 end 59 

I l cored between 
60 end 79 

I l cored between 
80 and 100 

(CO TO 
QUESTION 
37) 

Uho in your unit talked to you about tarks you 
mimed on your Iart SQT? (Check 611 that 

( 67-73) eeely.) 

1. /1 

2. r! 
3. LIZ7 

4. /1 

5. LII 
6. fl 

7. /7 

No one 

Squad leader 

Pletoon eergeant 

Platoon leader 

Twining NC0 

Company cornmender 

Other (please specify) 

Did you uec L eoldier’e menual to study for 
your last SQT? (Check one.) ( 74) 

1. /7 Tee - 
2. 17 No 

Did your hut SQT ask questione about tasks or 
ask you to do teeke you have not been trained 
to do? (Check one.) (75) 

1. 17 Yea - 
2. /7 No 

In thie unit, ere SQT rerulte used to decide 
promotions? (Check one.) (76) 

In thie unit, l re SQT rcrults ueed to decide 
who cm recnlietl (Cheek one.) (77) 

1. I7 Yes - 

2. I7 No - 

3. i-7 Don’t know - 

In thia unit, how would you rate the MOS 
training that you get to help you with the 
SQT? (Check one. ) (78) 

1. 17 Very good 

2. LI/ Good 

3. 17 Not good/not poor - 

L. /7 Poor - 

5. 1-J Very poor 

Pleaee turn the page end continue. 

LLl-.(&l-/4/ I I I 

/2/ Card C 
9 

1. I7 Yea - 
2. 17 No - 
3. /7 Don ’ t know 
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43. Please read the following co-nts. Tell us 44. lf there is anything else you would like to 

whether you (1) strongly agree, (2) somewhat say about training in the Army, please do SO 
agree, or (3) do not agree with each statement here. (18) 

88 it &plies to your unit’s MOS training 
program. 

prepare for our train-. 
ing courmea - (They make 
certain they know what I I 1 
they LW t&ing about.) 1 1 1 

4. Our unit instructors I ! I 
rcake sure any equip- 
ment needed for I I I 
training ir available I I I 

5. I have received train- 
ing in all the taska 
in my HOT 

6. ny NCO’S are really I I I 
trying to give me I I I 

duties and details 
ore mote- important 
than MOS training 

(10) - 

(11) - 

(12) - 

(13) - 

(14) - 

_ (15) 

(16) - 

(17) - 
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1/l - I 
-kr/ ’ ’ / 

/ 1 / Card I 
9 

U.S. CLNpplL ACcCuNT1NC OPPICE 

SURVSY OF SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL 
CONCFBNINC Ey)S TFAININC 

l’bis quwtioonrire wa dewloped by the U.S. 
Genw~l Acccwtin~ Office, l l aenncy which doer 
rtudha and r.Qort. elm terultm to the U.S. 
COUgt**S. This qu~*tiommir* ~1, vritren co pat 
infotuticn fra you about your military training. 

You will 1.. that w ham not uked for your 
MU cn thm qwsti-ire. Yew aa*wra will * 
ba rude kam to myon. io the Amy. Our report 
to Cocyrarw u-ill only my hw soldiers anawrcd 
in total. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

-7. 

Thank you for your halp. 

Location: 

Unit: 

Grade: E- (10) 

Priory MS: (11-13) 

Duty MB: (14-16) 

(Write in your duty EI)S ercn if it ia the 
I- . . ,WW QritWS-y ms. ) 

What kind of wperviwxy position do you have 
in thie unit? (Check all that apply) (17) 

1. fl Squad leader 

2. /-J Platoal l rgcant 

3. 11 Section leader 

4. /7 Other supeviwxy position (pleame 
#pacify) 

5. /7 :;;ua;mimmy position (plcma 

Row aany amthm bavm ycu been in your currmt 
poaiticn? (M-19) 

wmhr 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

Lou mny months have you been in this unit? (20-21) 

wnthm 

How many l oldiara do you currantly wpervise? 
(22-23) 

soldiers 

Vhac is the hi&at grade you cwplctsd in 
rchool? (Check one.) (24) 

1. D 

2. m 

3. fl 

4. I-J! 

5. II 
6. 17 

7. /7 

8th grads 01 lower 

9th Stadc 

10th grade 

11th grade 

High school graduate (diQlolqP or GED) 

SOma CO11agc 

College graduate or higher 

lime you been to NC0 leadership schools? (Check 
OtlL.1 (25) 

1. /7 Yes - 
2. L7 No 
Nave you been to any of ehcl Amy’s BaCtalion 
Training Nmrgement Svstem (B’TMS) vorkrhopr? 
?Chack one.) (26) 

1. /-i Yes (CO TO QUSSTION 13.) - 

2. r7 No (GO TO QUSSTION 14.) 

Row much UIC va@ this training in helping you 
train othera? (Check me. 1 (27) 

1. 17 very great U.C - 

2. Ll Great U‘C 

3. 0 Moderate use 

4. 17 Limited WC - 

5. /7 Little or no uac 
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16. Nan you had say orhr training in how to cwch 
soldieral (Check one.1 (28) 

1. m ‘Pea (Plant lilt craioing.) 

2. f7 no 

15. Bar are ou provided training in your #kill 
taok.7 t Check a11 that apply.) (29-32 1 

1. fl Supervimd 0.R 

2. /1 Porul clmua conducted by high 
rmked NCO’a in this unit 

3. Ll I a act currently receiving training 
in my still taaka 

Each MOS has a ou&er of tmka in ic which are 
liatcd in the moldier’s avluul. Thy can be 
divided into 3 kind* of tasks. 

(1) COWON SOLDIER T&XS - such II. loading and 
unloadrag an M6Al rifle, c-flagiag and 
concealing equipnt, map reading, etc. 

(2) DUrT POSITION MOS TASIS - Chore taska 
which l moldier needs to know for a given 
duty position (i.e.. those vhich l - 
soldier performs on a regular buia in 
him/her job) 

(3) OTNRL Nos TASRS - those taskr in l raldier's 
MDg vbich apply to other duty pomirionr 
(i.e.. thorn* vkich the aoldier doam oat 
perform on a regular buir in his/her job) - 
aleo called crowtraining ia ocher duty 
positions of th* =S. 

cm SOLDIER TASRS 

We would like to find out hat Lhr roldiaza in 
your platoon or l ctim gat training in tht c- 
l ldier taoka. (For axample. loading md w&-g 
aa MUA rifb, crouflaging md’cmcmaling equip- 
wnc, up reading. etc.) 

16. 

17. 

lg. 

Bow ottan do tha roldirrr (L-1 thou E-4) in your 
platoon or section get scheduled clmrroom crain- 
ing in the CWH)II l oldiar taska lirtad in the 
soldier’s amnualf (Chack one.) (33) 

1. / 

2. m 

3. m 

*. L7 
5. 17 
6. L7 
7. L7 
a. L7 
9. // 

Daily 

Just before l SqT, do the soldiers (E-l thou 
E-6) in your platoon 01 l eccion get any extra 
scheduled clarsrom training in the coawn 
soldier taakr lirced in the soldier’sal? 
(Check on.. ) (W) 

1. Ll Yes 

2. /7 No 
3. /7 Don’t know - 

How often do the soldiers (E-l chru 94) in pour 
platoon or section get OJT (on-the-job-training) 
in the c-n roldiettarkslirted in the roldicr's 
UlMUl? (Check one.) (35) 

1. /7 Daily 

2. fl At lcarc once a wck 

3. m A few timea l mouth 

6. D About onea a month 

5. m Once awry few montha 

6. /7 once a y.*r or less 

7. fl Only vhar studying for an SQT 

8. /7 Never - 
9. fl Doa’c kaov 
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21. 

22. 

JWC befor* UI SQT. do ch roldiwr (Z-1 chru 
2-A) in your plmxon or section get any w 
CJ’f (oa-c!u-job-main-1 in tha cm wldiar 
ta t lirced in elm l oldiar’a upurll (Chock 

a (36) 

1. 17 I*r 

2. /1 No 

1. /7 

2. i7 

3. L7 
4. 17 
s. 17 
6. 17 
1. /I 
a. 17 
9. I7 
Jwt before an 9QT do th aoldiarr (E-l thru 
C-4) in your platoa or s*ctim have any extra 
field l ercims when thay SUI practice thr 
EV wldiar task* li#ced in tke l oldier’r 
ml? (Cluck am.1 (38) 

1. /1 Y*s 

2. D No 

3. /-7 Dw't krum 

Ba well cam t& soldiera (S-1 tbru E-4) in 
your p&coca or ueticu perform a11 th c- 
roldim twks liatcd in tha soldie’s ~mm 
-&hock mm.) (39) 

1. a vwy well 

2. / -t rnll 

3. /-7 Not udlhot poorly 

4. 17 sarht poorly 

5. /‘7 Q~r7poorl~ 

Next m wuld like to find out how the wldiara 
in your platoon or l cticm get training in duty WI i- 
tion BIDS Cwka - thorn CA&~ which l roldier 
nacds co lmw for l g&n duty poritia. 

23. Bar oftm do the *oldie* (E-1 thru E-4) in your 
plrcom 01 rctim get scheduled clawroom train- 
inS in rho duty position NC5 make listed ia 
the soldim“ mnwl? (Check me.1 (40) 

24. 

25 

1. /1 

2. L1/ 
3. /7 
4. L7 
5. l-7 
6. L7 
7. L7 
a. gr 
9. Ll 

Jut before an SQT, do chc soldiers (E-L thou E-4) 
ia your platoon or rwtioa get any S&~S scheduled 
clmrrota training in cha duty oarition 
w)S twkr listed in the soldier’s manual? (Check 
OllcT) (41) 

1. i7 Yrr 

2. L7 No 
3. 0 Don’t know 

Uow often do the aoldicrr (E-1 thou E-4) in your 
placooa or rectian get DJT (an-the-job-training) 
in the duty writion !&Xi twks listed in 
the roldmr’a manual? (Check one.1 (42) 

1. m Daily 
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26. 

27. 

26. 

29. 

Jwt before aa 6QT do t.ha roldicrr (E-1 thru E4) 
io your platoon or rctioa cat any w OJI (ax- 
tke;job-;raioinS) in the 
loIl tarkr listed in tha 
r 

Pov ofta do t.be soldiers (I-1 tbru E-4) in your 
mlatoa or rccim baw field enrciaa Ben 
LblJ ca practiu tha due maitia MM 
tub lied in the soldlar’s mmml? (Chmk 
olu.) 

L. /1 
2. /-/ 

3. n 

4. /1 

5. fl 

6. /7 

I. L7 

9. 17 

9. I7 

(44) 

hat before an SQT, do the roldiars (E-1 thru 
C-4) in your plbtoon or action have any w 
field l mrcirs tiara they CM practice the 
duty moritim MOS tuka listed in the 
l oldur’r mamu~l? (Check ona.) (45) 

1. m Ye1 

2. / NO 

3. n Don’t law 

Ha wll CAO the roldiera (2-l tkru C4) in 
pur pl~tooo or wction perfom the fut, msi- 
tim MD3 tarlu liamd in the roldier s 
umual? (cluck OIU.) (46) 

1. / vary rll 

2. /1 WC rll 

3. /-/ Rot wll/noTt poorly 

4. // 9-t poorly 

OTlER ms TASRS 

IJJ thir metion um would like to see how the 
roldierr in your platoon or section get t+inn in 
ttu otbr ms taska - thorn taaka in a .oldmr’a 
WDS which apply to other duty poaitimm - alro 

M. aov aftm do the soldiers (r-1 thru E4) in your 

1. D 

2. L7 

3. /1 

4. L7 

5. L7 

6. L7 

7. /7 

8. /7 
9. L7 

Daily 

At leur ooc. l waek 

A few timer . month 

About one. a oonttl 

once .vrry few ooatha 

Ihe* 4 yur or lcar 

only whm rcudying for an SG 

Navar 

Doa’t know 

31. Just before an SQT do eha soldiers (E-1 thru E-4) 
in your platooa oc aaction get my w rchadulod 
clamroom training in the othar KOS tarts 
listad in tba soldier’s mm~~~l? (Check one.) 

(49) 

1. fl Y4s 

2. I7 Ho - 

3. 17 Don’t knw 

32. Bow often do the roldirrr (L-1 chru E-4) in your 
platwo or uction Sat OJ’C (on-tha-job-training) 
in tba orbar MDS taska listad in the roldiar’r 
mmmlf (Cbcck am..) (49) 

1. /7 Daily - 
2. /7 At laaat cacc a ueak 

-  

3. l-7 A few tiaos amth - 
4. m Aboutoncaamoath - 

5. 17 Oac4 cv4ry fav months - 

6. AI One4 a yau or 1444 
- 

7. 17 Only utmn studying for an SW 
-  

9. n tfav4r 
-  

9. n Dm’t bog - 
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34. 

35. 

36. 

;am mractice tha ocher MDS tuka lie-d in the 
mClual? (check mu.1 (Sl) roldi.r’, 

1. /1 

2. D 

3. m 

6. 17 
5. u 

6. L7 
7. r7 

8. m 

9. m 
Jut bafora an Sqr do tha roldirrr (E-1 thru 
C-A) in your pLatoao or seetim htn my 
- field l oreiu~ where they C&I practice 
tba other m tmka liatmd ia th roLdi*r’a 
umul? (Chuk mu.1 (52) 

1. Ll Ia* 

. . 
0th~ m tuka listad in the roldiar’r 
ml? Khuk mm.1 (S3) 

1. fl very -11 

2. fl wt wll 

3. fl mot umll/not poorly 

3. L,7 -t poorll 
5. a vm P-r17 

37. Are you raquirul to dacorriru tha YN training 
oef; of the #oLdiesa yn, uparrtiaet (Chuk 

(%I 

1. 0 r** (00 so qazsT10u 38.) 

1. n Uo. yho dams it? 

By obwrvin(l thorn at work 

By obrming tha during ARTlIP 
u~reir**/trainiag 

SqI r*sult* 

I am told what to crach 

Othr (plum specify) 

39. Do you uu kU job books u l guide for erain- 
ing? (Check am.1 (60) 

1. u II*, Go TO qmgTxoa 40.1 

(CO TO QUESTION hl. ) 

60. kla loug have you bmn using cha .WS job books? 
(Check mm.1 (61) 

1. n Las* thao * mth 

2. m At lust . loach hue leas chm 3 months 

3. 17 At hut 3 mtha but leaa than 6 - DDCCh# 

5. m Aygurormore 

61. How mamy of elm mldimrs that you auparviac do you 
ful are intarestnd enough in mS eraming CO 
mady roldiar’r manuala on chair am? (Chew one. 1 

(62) 
1. a All or aIrorc all of them 

2. m Host of tham 

3. D About half of Cbam 

4. I7 Sauoftha 

5. // Nom or brdly my of them 
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12. Im your opkiom. ha-y soldiers u&r your 
aupaviaiom with at l*ac 1 yur of **rimea 
in chair XBS cam parform all chm skill lava1 1 
tada of chair 1Wf (Chack on*.) (63) 

1. /7 All or l bac all of thr 

2. ii Nose of Lham 

3. 1;7 About half af them 

6. fl Soroftha 

5. /1 Nolu or hardly any of them 

43. Ars you required CO provide -S trainily CO tha 
soldims radar yar l 8pervisioml (Chack cm*.) 

(66) 
1. 0 Y*m 

2. /7 No 

45. 80~ often do you hvm the tnininG equipant you 
oed far daoaaeratioa sod bands-on aurcism 

yar soldims? (Check am.) (66) to train 

1. / 

2. // 

3. D 

6. L7 

5. I7 - 

All 01 almae all of th* cima 

nose of tha cioll 

About half of the tic 

srmr of Ch tiw 

Norm or hardly sn, of cha Cm 

&6. 30 you feel all soldiers in yaw SOS should be 
l bla fo do all duty joba at chair skill Lwvel? 
(Check on.. 1 (67) 

1. I7 Yar - 
2. // No 

07. Sow may of tbm skill l-1 1 tmka liacad in the 
roldiar’r -1 for your rr)S l a sriciul in c!uc 
soldian should kaw how to do tha tark to prop- 
l rly parform in tha KIS7 (Cock cam.1 (68) 

1. m All or almat all are criciul 

2. l-7 !4ost l ra crit+l - 

3. 1-m About half arm critical 

8. m SW aa critical 

5. L/ Nom or hardly any art critical 

6. a Dom’C know 

As. 

69. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

Bav aany of c& soldims char you ruparvira do 
you chink art adequately trained for combat duty 
in tluir %lS7 (Check or&e.) (69) 

1. m All 01 l lnomc all (CO TO QWSTION 51.1 

2. / Moat 

3. 11 About half 

apply.) . 

1. fl 

(70-7&J 

3igh turnover of personnel makes ir 
hard to mincain trainins praficicncy 

!&ore cima is needad for trainins 

Soldiers I pet are difficult to main 

I don’t ‘know 

Other (plaasc specify: 

llov long 
soldiers 

would ic cake to prepare all the 
you supervisa to be able co do all 

akill level 1 cask* lirced in their soldier’s 
-lul? (check ma. 1 (75) 

1. /7 Loss than a waek - 

2. /7 At :easc 1 ‘eck but Iera than 2 weeks - 

3. I7 AC tease 2 vetks but less than L, weeks - 

4. 17 At laasc 1 nonth but less than 3 cmoncbr - 

5. fl 3 months or more 

Are there roldirrr under your rupervuion wlch a 
different WS irw yours? (Check ma.> (76) 

1. /1 Yes (GO TO QlnSTION 52.) 

2. I7 No (CO i0 QUESTION 55.) - 

Are you required to cmch thora soldiers imo 
daa’t have your WS chair ?I008 specific :asu l s 
liaad m their soldier’s auaual? (Check me., 

:;:j 
1. fl Yes (CO TO QUESTION .53. J 

2. L7 NO GO TO QUESTION 54. ) 

If yes, do par facl you ire qualified to teach 
chose casks chat are mot in your MS? :checr 
Oft*.) t 78 ) 

I 1. 17 Y*r, - all af the ca#ks ; 
(CO TO 7LTCiICN 

2. /7 Only s- af chc 55.) - 

3. /7 No, non. of the camks 
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mu orr1cuL us8 0m.Y --------------- 
j //I- I&+-I I 

2. D 

3. L7 rormd CCUIS.. on post or school 
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Sf you can't chock tha box labeled "No." 

“Not 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

!19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(2.5) 

(26) 

(27) 

(2.8) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

06) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(521 

(S3! 
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poimm 
42. ubluga l pbrrmr who la 

UXUUL~ u&or rotimrlly 
dirturbed 

63. 

(56) 

(57) 

(58 )’ 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

51. ~amure intake and 
output 

52. Administer 1 cooling 

(631 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

(701 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

(76) 

(77) 

(781 

(79) 

(80) 

ord - Temperature - Pulse 
- Xespiracion (Fahren- I/ il_ 

con you perform 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(231 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

C.29) 

(30) 

(311 

(32) 

(33) 

(341 

(351 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(391 

(401 

(411 

(47.1 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

:r c 3 heltj (SF 511) 
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E-L thru E-4 Incervlev Form 

<DO XOT PUNCH ID CODE. CODE IS TOR USE 
IN HATCHING THIS ZKERVUW ‘0P.H YITtl 
QUESTIONNAIRE FORM. ) 

(1) Verify questions 29, jl, and L3 3n the 
queetwnnaire form. Place an asterisk 
(*I after the ansvtr /I”=” during 
intarvlsw. 

(2) Verifv quastronr 32, 33, 2nd 34 30 :he 
quest;onn.~re form by :easkmg the 
questions in the scquance they appear in 
chls u~~erv~e” form. They foilov 
yus#cions MS 66, and 74, respccciveiy. 
The anmmrs II grvcn co these quesclons 
JO the quastvannaire &IO should be 
rranaferred CQ this form. 

(1) CDIw)I SOLDIEP TASKS - such u, loading and 
unloading an Y16Al rifle, c-flaging and 
cmcccliq cquipmc. map reading, etc. 

(2) DUTX WSIIIOII MN IASKS - chow trrka which 

+ 
au nead to knov for E duty poaicim 
i.,., chow wbicb you parform oa l W$Ukr 

bada io pur job) 

(3) anan m TASKS - thora twka in your .w)s 
wbicb apply to ocher duty poaitica (i.e., 
rhoce which ymn do not p&form on a 
rmplar bmir in your job) - l lro callad 
cmratrainia in orha duty poaitien of your 
+ 

COMnON SOLDIER TASKS 

imsc we vould like co ask some queaciona doout now 
you <et training ia the ccamon soidier ~dsxs. b For 
example, toadmg and uniondrng an Xl&!1 rifle. 
camouflagrng and concealing equipment, tip readlns, 
*cc.) 

15. Since you hsvs been in chir unit, how often 
have you had scheduled clararoom training in 
eha cm soldier taekn listed 10 your 
roldier’, aanual? iChecK one.) ,:31 

1. s Daily 

7. 17 Only when orudymg for an 5QT - 

16. Since you have bean in r.his unit, now well haa 
scheduled claarroom crainlng helpea you do :he 
co-n roldiar casks iisccd in your loidier’r 
Tl~lNl? (Check we.1 (20) 

3. 17 Yet veil/nor poorly -’ 

i. I7 somevhac ,oorly - 

5. fl very poorly 

i7. Since you have been in this ,mit, how ,iten Llave 
you had “JT (Jn-tbe-;ob-cra:nlng) >n rhe zommon 
golaier :asks listed in your soldier’s ?xx?uail 
?Check ~“e. I , ‘1) ~-- 

1. I7 Daily - 

2. 17 At teaet ante 0 week - 

3. 17 A few ti;lwa a month - 

6. I7 About once a month - 

5. 17 Once every few months - 

6. 17 Once a yew or 1eJa - 

7. L-7 Only when studying for an SQT 

a. I7 wer - 
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4a. Since you heve been in this unit, how veil hea 
OJT helwd you do the comma soldier tasks 
listed &I your soldier's menunl? (Check 
On%.) (22) 

VBry well 

Samutlet well 

Not wall/not poorly 

Somewhat poorly 

Very poorly 
19. Since you heve been in chic unit, iov JfCen 

have you had field exceeues where you practrced 
the comawe soldier tasks listed in your 
soldier'r zanuel? (Check one.> 123) 

I. i7 

2. L7 
3. 17 
4. 17 i- 
5. 1-T - 
6. // 
7. L7 
5. I7 - 

Derly 

it haat once a week 

A fer rims a mnth 

About once P month 

Once every few months 

once a y4.r or 1crs 

Only when atudylng for an SQT 

Never 

SO. Since you have been in this umt, how veil 
heve field axcerirer helped you do the cmmwn 
soldier tasks lirred in your soldier's a? 
ICheck one.) (24) 

1. fl very well 

2. /1 Smnswhet veil 

3. I7 Yet veiIinot poorly - 

4. 17 Somevhet poorly - 

5. 17 'lery poorly - 

51. Since yw hew been in this unit, how otLrn 
have you used Training Extension Course (TEC) 
tape. to learn about the common noldrer tuks 
listed in your soldier'r aenuel? <Check 
Oil%.) (25) 

I. I 7 Daily -’ 
2. 17 At Leest oece a week - 

3. 17 A few time e month - 

4. 17 About once a moth - 

S. fl hce every few monchs 

6. -7 once a year or Irss 

7. i-T 3nly vhen lcudyinq far an SQT - 

a. 17 ?IBV~~ - 

52. Since you heve been m thi?l urut, how well nwf& 
Treioing Extension Course (TEC) tapes helped 
you do the cmmca soldiers tasks listed in your 

nunuel? (Check me.) (26) holdicr'r 

i. I7 - 

2. I7 - 

3. i-7 - 

4. /r 
5. 17 - 

very WelI 

SomuhPt well 

NOC we~l/not poorly 

sollavhst poorly 

very poorly 

53. Since you have been m this unit. how often have 
you looked at your soldier'3 menual to see 
how the co- soldier casks are done? (Check 
one.) (27) 

i. 17 Daily - 

2. l-7 At lease once a week - 

3. i_l A few rimes a month 

4. I7 About once a month - 

5. l-7 Once every few mnths - 

6. 17 cmce a year or lesa - 

7. f-7 Only when studying for an SQT - 

8. /7 Never - 
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3. Since you have been in this unit, how veil haa 
‘.he soldier’s mmuei helped you do the coemon 
Joldier CP~LI! {Check one) ‘18) 

:. m very well 

2. L7 somevhae veil 

3. n slit well/not poorly 

ir. 17 - Somcvsac ?oorly 

5. ~7 Very poorly 

ic ;hls tune, how well can you ?erfom cha 
:omon soldier :aeu ;mted in jour soldmr’r 
cuulua1: /Check .me ) c. 

;. 1 1 
L’ very well 1’ 

2. - Somcvhat well 
,- 

L’ L’ 

3. ,- Not well,‘not poorly i 
/- 

L -’ 

4. /7 Somevh~t poorly - /7 

5. /7 Very poorly 17 

Wl’Y POSITION YOS TASKS 

Yexc we would Like to ask ~opc quercione about hov 
you let training m duty POSitiOn YOS taskq irated 
ta.19 - choea tacks .which z need to knov for your 
aucy ?oeiCion. 

55. iince you have been in chu unit, how often 
have you had scheduled clasmoom craming in 
your duty oorlcion 300s casks listed 
in your soldzer’e manual? (Check me.) 

(29) 

i. i - Daily -’ 

2. 
- 

‘.it least once P week - 

1. 17 A few tomes L month 

6. 17 About once a month - 

5. 1-j Once every few monthr - 

5. /7 once sl year or less - 

7. I7 Only when studying for an SQT - 

3. I7 Never - 

56. Since you have been m chic unit. how welL has 
scheduled slmsroom training ?clped you do 
IOur duty POaitiOn Y.OS tasks !isced in 
your soldier’s menual? (Check one.1 1.30) 

I. L7 7ery well 

2. /7 Somevh~C veil - 

3. /7 .YOf ue11/noc poorly 
b. i7 5omerhat poorly 

5. i7 Very loarly 

57, Since you have been in thrr unit. how often 
have you had OJT :oo-rhc-lob-crlininq) :n your 
duty PO~LCLOD !VX Caska iisced LLI your 
goldicr I mouei? (Check one.: .31) 

- 
1. / -’ Dally 

2. /1 At laaac once a weak 

3. /7 A few time a month - 

4. I7 About once a mollth - 

5. 17 Once every few months - 

6. I7 once a year or less - 
7. /7 Only vhen studying for an SQT 

a. /1 Never 

58. Smcs you have been in thie uo~t, how ml1 See 
OJT helped you do your duty poeitioo !iOS 
talcs listed in your roldxer’e manual! 

(Cheek one.) iI21 

1. 11 -’ very well 

2. /7 solm?whec rnli - 
3. :7 - YOC welllnot poorly 

Q. _ /7 SomewtmC poorly 

5. I7 - very poorly 
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59. Sims you have bmn in this unit, hov often 
haa you had field ercariaes vkara you 
practiced your duty position .XOs torly 
liatad in your roldicr'r aaunual? (Check arm.1 

(33) 

Daily 

60. Since you have been m this unit, how wall 
have field arcarisca hrlwd you do your dufy 
position ?u)S task* Listed in your 
soldzcr's manual? (Check one.) (3(L) 

1. LI7 Vary Ml1 

2. 47 sL!mwhat well - 
3. a Not vslltnot paorly 

4. i7 5omwhat poorly 

3. 1-i 7ary poorly - 

61. Since you have batn in this unit, how oftan 
have YOU umd Technical Extanaion Course (TEC) 
tapas co Iran about your duty position 
XOS taaka Iisted in your soldier'3 
manual? (Check ma.) (35) 

i. I7 3rily - 

2. m At least ~ncc P ,we,cck 

3. i-i A fev times a month - 

8. 17 About once a wmth - 

5. 17 Once awry few months - 

6. 17 Once a yam or lesm - 

7. /7 Only vhsn studying for an SQT 

0. L7 Ncv+r 

62. 

63. 

64. 

Since you hove been in this unit, hopt veil 
have Training Excanricm Courac (TEc) tawr 
helped you do your duty position NOS 
taska lilted in your soldiar'r manual? 

(Cheek one. 1 :36r 

i. I7 - vary well 

2. 17 Somewhat vcll - 
.- 3. ‘I Not wall/not poorly 

6. f7 - Somewhat poorly 

5. i? - Very poorly 

Since you h&w been m this unit. hov often 
have you looked at your soldier’s manual to 
gee how your duty porltion ?IOS take 
arc done? (Chack mm.) 07) 

1. /‘-: Drily 

2. I7 At least OIICB a weak - 
3. 17 L A Erw cimcr a month 

4. /r About once a month 

5. /1 On ct wary fev month* 

6. I' -' once a year or less 

7. 17 Only when studying for an SQT 

a. 17 Never 

Since you have been in this unit, how all has 
the soldier’s manual helped you do your due 
poaicion 30s cw !Chcck one. ry 

(38) 

1. m very veil 

2. I7 soEw3hrt wall - 
3. I7 - Not wclllnoc poorly 

4. l-7 somewhat poorly - 

5. I7 very poorly - 
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.At chib cims, how well can you perform your 
duty poritlm .XOS caska Lured in 
your soldier ’ 9 s~nuel? <Check me.> 

I. L7 
Quelc. 

very well ’ i L 

57. 

2. l7 Socnvher well f7 - - 

3. m Not veLL/nor poorly fl 

A. L' ,- jomavhat poorly il 
L' 

5. L' - 7el-y poorly /1 

?THER XOS TASKS 

In zhrs section we would Like co ask loma WestlOne 
doout how you get creining m other YOS :srks - 
:hoee casks m your 3010s vhich apply Co ather duty 
pOSltbXi* - also called croe.rrammq. 

68. 
35, since you heve ,een in thie un~f, how often 

have you bed scheduled claeeroom training m 
the UEhet XOS tasks Lirced in your soldier's 
IIUtWeL? Check one.) (39) 

1. i_l 3eiLy 

2. F/ it leoat once a week 

3. 3 A tev CLMI a month 

i. / 7 -’ About once a month 

3. - 1-j Once every few monthr - 

6. 17 once a year or less - 

i. I7 Only when studying for do SQT - 

3. /7 yever - 

59. 

16. Since you have been XI this unit, how well bee 
scheduied c?nrsroom crainmg helped you do the 
ucher !+OS Caaka ilsced in your soldier's 
SP"Ud I? (Check ane. ) 140 ) 

I. i- -' very well 

2. '/' Somevhec veil L 

3. i-7 sot well/not poorly L 

4. m Somewhat poorly 

5. /1 Very poorly 

Since you heve been in thir unit, how often 
have you had OJT (on-the-job-training) in the 
ocher ?.OS cseks Listed in your soldier’s 
nenuol? (Check one.) (41) 

1. / 7 -’ 

2. r7 

3. '7 
4. /7 - 

5. I’ 7 - 

5. i7 - 

7. 17 
9. i-7 - 

Daily 

At Lemc once a week 

A few rims a acnth 

About once a mooch 

Once every few mnchs 

once a year or Lees 

Only when studying tar an SQT 

xever 

Since you hare been in chir unit, how well hen 
OJT helped you do the ocher 300s zeeke Listed 
in your soldier’s mepuel? (Check one. 1 (42) 

1. IT - 
2. I7 - 

3. /- L’ 

4. 17 & 
- 5. 1 / - 

very VeLL 

somewhet well 

Not well/not poorly 

Someuhet poorly 

very poorly 

Since you heve been ID this mit, %a~ often 
heve you bed field excerires where you practiced 
the other NOS caska Listed m your soldier's 
mnuei? (Check one. ) (41) 

3. - > A few czmcs a month 

4, 17 About once P month - 

5. I7 Once every few nonthe - 

6. f-7 Once P yeer or lera - 

7. f7 Only vhen studying far an SQT - 

0. /7 Never - 
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70. Since you have bean in this unie, how well 
have Eield excariaas helped you do the other 
!iOS taaka listed in your soldier’s ,uaur 
,Chack one. 1 (4*) 

1. 17 very well - 

2. 17 Somewhat wall - 

3. I7 sot we11/noc poorly - 

4. fl Soeevhoc poorly 

5. I- -’ Very goorly 

7: . S~oca you have bean in this Jnit. how often 
have you wed Technical Exccnaicm Courm (‘EC) 

l-sted in 
2ne.j 

capes to learn about the ather YOS casks 
1 your soldier’s manual? \CbeCk 

(45 ) 

:. ,,Y 
L 

2. /7 

3. /7 

4. 1-7 & 

5. I7 - 

6. /T -’ 

7. I7 - 

3. I7 - 

Daily 

At leaat OIIC(L a vetk 

A few tima a month 

About Once a month 

Once every few months 

once a ycrr o* leaa 

Only vhen rtudying for an SQT 

xevar 

i2. Since you have been in char unit. how well have 
Training Exccneion Course (TEC) tnpea helped you 
do the other WS tasks lilted in your soldier’s 
aanurl? (Check one.1 (46 : 

1. I7 very well - 

2. 17 Somevhat well L 

3. L- ,/ YOC vc11;not poorly 

4. 1-i Somewhat poorly - 

5. 17 very poorly - 

73. Since you have been in this unit, how often 
have you looked at your soldier’s manual to 
WC how other XOS taekr ar‘t done? (Check ona.) 

(47) 

1. I7 Daily - 

1. /-i? At hart once P wetk - 

3. // A few times a month 

4. /7 About wee a mth 

5. l-i _I Once every few months 

6. 17 once a yerr or less - 

7. r7 Only vhan acudying for an SQT 

a. L7 MJcr 

74. Since you have been in this unit, how well has 
chc soldier’s manual helped you do the other 
XOS trake7 (Check one.) Tn 

!. / very wail 

2. 17 Smewhst vcll - 

3. L7 sot velllnoc poorly 

4. /7 jo!M4What poorly 

5. I7 very poorly - 

At this time. hov ~11 can you perform the 
other ,513s tasks Iiaccd in your soldier’s 
mamaI? (Check one. 1 

Quest. 
1. lT very WC11 l-7 - - 

2. /7 someuhrt well fl 

3. n ?ioc well/hot poorly /! 

1. - Somewhat ?oorly 7 L 

3. /7 very poorly // 
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ARMY SKILLS SELECTED FOR REVIEW 

Type of unit 
visited 

Infantry 11B 
11c 
11H 

Military occupational 
specialties reviewed 

Infantryman 
Indirect fire infantryman 
TOW crewman 

Engineer 12B Combat engineer 

Artillery 13B 
13E 
63B 
63C 

Cannon crewman 
Cannon fire directional specialist 
Wheel vehicle mechanic 
Track vehicle mechanic 

Air Defense 

Armor 

Medical 

16D 
16E 
63B 

HAWK missile crewman 
HAWK fire control crewman 
Wheel vehicle mechanic 

63C 
19E 
19F 

Track specialist 
Armor crewman 
Armor driver 

91B 
91c 
91D 
92B 

Medical specialist 
Patient care specialist 
Operating room specialist 
Medical laboratory Specialist 
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ARMY UNITS VISITED BY GAO WHERE DETAIL 

AUDIT WORK WAS PERFORMED 

Unit Designation Location 

Company B, 2nd Battalion 
505th Infantry, 3rd Brigade, 
82d Airborne Division 

Ft. Bragg, North Carolina 

Company B, 307th Medical 
Battalion, 82nd 
Airborne Division 

Ft. Bragg, North Carolina 

Battery A, 3d Battalion, 
(Improved HAWK) 68th Air 
Defense Artillery, XVIII 
Airborne Corps 

Ft. Bragg, North Carolina 

Company A, 1st Battalion, 
92nd Field Artillery, 1st 
Cavalry Division 

Ft. Hood, Texas 

Company B, 1st Battalion, 
66th Armor, 2d Armor division 

Company B, 1st Battalion, 10th 
Infantry (Mechanized) and HHC 
(Medical Personnel only), 1st 
Brigade 4th Infantry Division 
Mechanized) 

Battery C, 1st Eattalion, 19th 
Field Artillery, 1st Brigade 
4th Infantry Division (Mechan- 
ized) 

85th Combat Support Hospital, 
Quarter Master Brigade 

Battery B, 1st Battalion, 
4th Air Defense Artillery 
Regiment, 9th Infantry 
Division 

Company B, 5th Battalion, 
32nd Armor, 2d Brigade 
24th Infantry Division 
(Mechanized) 

Ft. Hood, Texas 

Ft. Carson, Colorado 

Ft. Carson, Colorado 

Ft. Lee, Virginia 

Ft. Lewis, Washington 

Ft. Stewart, Georgia 
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Unit Designation 

APPENDIX IV 

Location 

Battery A, 2nd Battalion, 
5th Field Artillery, 41st 
Field Artillery Group, V 
Corp. 

Battery B, 3rd Battalion, 
59th Air Defense, 10th Air 
Defense Artillery Group 
32nd Army Air Defense Com- 
mand 

Battery A, 1st Battalion, 
30th Field Artillery, 17th 
Field Artillery Brigade, 
VII Corps 

Company A, 82nd Combat 
Army Engineer Battalion, 
7th Engineer Brigade 
VII Corps 

Company A, 2nd Battalion, 
50th Infantry (Mechanized) 
2nd Armored Cavalry Forward 

Babenhausen, Germany 

Butzbach, Germany 

Augsberg, Germany 

Bamberg, Germany 

Garlstedt, Germany 
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ARMY UNITS VISITED BY GAO WHERE QUESTIONNAIRES 

WERE ADMINISTERED BUT DETAIL AUDIT 

WORK WAS NOT PERFORMED 

Unit Description 

Company A, 4th Battalion, 68th 
Armor, 82d Airborne Division 

Battery C, 1st Battalion 319th 
Field Artillery, 82d Airborne 
Division 

HHC 2d Battalion, 508th Infantry 
Battalion, 1st Brigade, 82d 
Airborne Division 

Company B, 2d Battalion 
508th Infantry Battalion, 1st 
Brigade, 82d Airborne Division 

Company A, 2d Battalion 
505th Infantry Battalion, 3d 
Brigade, 82d Airborne Division 

Company E, 505th Infantry, 
3d Brigade, 82d Airborne 
Division 

Company C, 307th Engineering 
Battalion, 82d Airborne Division 

Company A, 307th Medical Battalion, 
DISCOM, 82d Airborne Division 

Battery A, 2d Battalion, 321st 
Field Artillery Division, 82d 
Airborne Division 

Company A, 307th Engineering 
Battalion, 82d Airborne Division 

Company B, 3d Engineering Battalion, 
24th Infantry Division 
(Mechanized) 

Company A, 5th Battalion, 32d 
Armor, 2d Brigade, 24th Infantry 
Division (Mechanized) 

Location 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Fort Stewart, Georgia 

Fort Stewart, Georgia 
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Unit Description 

Company B, 24th Medical Battalion, 
24th Infantry Division 
(Mechanized) 

Battery A, 5th Battalion, 52d 
Air Defense Artillery, 24th 
Infantry Division (Mechanized) 

Battery C, 5th Battalion, 52d 
Air Defense Artillery, 24th 
Infantry Division (Mechanized) 

. 
HHC & C Company, 1st Battalion 
10th Infantry, 1st Brigade 
4th Infantry Division 
(Mechanized) 

Company A, 6th Battalion, 32d 
Armor, 1st Brigade, 4th Infantry 
Division (Mechanized) 

Service Battery, 1st Battalion 
19th Field Artillery, 1st Brigade 
4th Infantry Division (Mechanized) 

Battery C, 1st Battalion, 27th 
Field Artillery Division, 4th 
Infantry Division (Mechanized) 

Company F, 2d Battalion, 16th 
Infantry, 1st Infantry Division 

Battery D, 1st Battalion, 5th Field 
Artillery, 1st Infantry Division 

Troop A, 1st Squadron, 4th Cavalry 

Company B, 1st Medical Battalion 
1st Infantry Division 

Battery A, 2d Battalion, 4th 
Field Artillery Division, 9th 
Infantry Divison 

Company C, 3rd Battalion, 60th 
Infantry, 2d Brigade, 9th 
Infantry Division 

APPENDIX V 

Location 

Fort Stewart, Georgia 

Fort Stewart, Georgia 

Fort Stewart, Georgia 

Fort Carson, Colorado 

Fort Carson, Colorado 

Fort Carson, Colorado 

Fort Carson, Colorado 

Fort Riley, Kansas 

Fort Riley, Kansas 

Fort Riley, Kansas 

Fort Riley, Kansas 

Fort Lewis, Washington 

Fort Lewis, Washington 
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APPENDIX V 

Unit Description 

HHC & B Company, 
9th Medical Battalion, 
9th Infantry Division 

Troop D, 1st Squadron, 9th 
Cavalry Battalion, 1st Cavalry 
Division, III Corps 

Company C, 5th Signal Battalion, 
3d Signal Brigade, III Corps 

APPENDIX V 

Location 

Fort Lewis, Washington 

Fort Hood, Texas 

Fort Hood, Texas 

(961092) 
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